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1 Laser-Induced Carbon Nanomaterials and Their Hybrids for Non-
Enzymatic Electrochemical Sensing 
1.1 Abstract 
Non-enzymatic electrochemical sensors possess superior stability in comparison to traditional 
enzyme-based sensors. Herein, an introduction to the subject of catalysis by nanomaterials will be 
given. The different catalytic abilities of metal materials namely noble metal, non-noble metal and 
metal hybrids will be discussed. Various kinds of carbon nanomaterials and their composites have 
been employed as a transducer. An overview of the current methods to create such materials will 
be debated together with their tested analytes. Then, we will put forward the potentiality of using 
laser irradiation to generate carbon nanomaterial electrodes and the advantages over conventional 
preparation methods. We will highlight the way it works, precursors/substrates to be used and how 
lasing parameters and ambient conditions impact the properties of generated carbon. Importantly, 
the variety of functionalities, metal- or heteroatom-doped carbon, e.g. nitrogen and sulfur that have 
been demonstrated by laser irradiation but used for other applications will be given. The 
achievements so far with respect to non-enzymatic electrochemical sensing by composites 
generated with this technique will be summarized. Finally, we will propose further potential 
applications of laser-induced carbon nanomaterials such as wearables and point-of-care sensors 
and discuss suggestions for potential improvements. 
 
Parts of this chapter will be further used as a manuscript that is intended to be submitted to 
Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry as a critical review article in a topical collection focusing 
on biomimetic recognition elements. 
 
Author contributions 
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1.2 Introduction 
There is a great demand for (bio)sensing systems for almost all fields of life as the awareness of 
humans in terms of environment, health and sustainability rapidly increases. At the same time a 
sensor has to fulfill many requirements such as easy operation, reliability and of course low costs. 
The main parts of a biosensor are the biorecognition element and the transducer. The first binds to 
a specific analyte e.g. in aqueous solution and thus enables selectivity. Those can be enzymes, 
DNA, cells etc. Upon binding to the biorecognition element the transducer recognizes this event 
and transforms it into a measurable output signal e.g. electrical, optical, pH value, mass change 
and many more.1,2 
Electrochemical detection techniques are very popular due to their high sensitivity, fast and simple 
measurements while working with affordable equipment. This also includes portable devices and 
miniature sensors with wireless readout, making electrochemical sensors highly suitable for point-
of-care analysis. In general, an electrochemical setup consists of at least two electrodes including 
a working and reference electrode. A working electrode is where the electrochemical reaction of 
interest takes place. This reaction can be influenced by a reference electrode which is applied to 
either set a potential difference to the working electrode or measure it, depending on the 
electrochemical process made use of. In a three-electrode system the current can be measured by 
an additional counter (auxiliary) electrode e.g. in voltammetric experiments. With a three-
electrode configuration, the potential at the working electrode can be controlled more efficiently 
as it is not disturbed by a counter reaction taking place at the reference electrode as occurs in the 
two-electrode system. All electrodes can be made of a wide variety of different materials e.g. based 
on metal, carbon or semiconductors which all serve different purposes.3 Hereby, the potential 
window, the range in which a substrate is inert, in an electrolyte of interest is an important selection 
criterion. Besides preventing the electrode from damage, this also includes avoiding side-reactions 
such as oxygen or hydrogen evolution that could possibly disturb electrochemical analysis. For 
example, gold can be applied between -0.1 to 1.3 V without getting damaged,4 whereas 
PEDOT:PSS (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate), a conductive polymer 
mixture, can be also used at more negative potentials (-1.0 to 1.0 V).5 However, conductivity of 
gold is four orders of magnitude higher than the one of PEDOT:PSS and the cost difference also 
needs to be considered.2 Carbon materials, e.g. glassy carbon, are often utilized due to their low 
costs while offering chemical stability and simple processing. They possess wide potential 
windows in several electrolytes, e.g. from -0.6 to 1.7 V for glassy carbon in 0.1 M NaOH, which 
facilitates multiple application possibilities.4 
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Electroanalytical methods can be grouped in coulometric, potentiometric, voltammetric, capacitive 
and conductimetric methods with each comprising many subclasses. For example in the group of 
voltammetry several techniques such as cyclic voltammetry, amperometry and differential pulse 
voltammetry are very popular. Voltammetry includes all principles where the current depending 
on the applied potential is determined. In case of amperometry the detection potential is held 
constant, which is normally the potential at which a chemical reduction or oxidation reaction is 
expected or already known to occur.6,7 The measured signal then changes with time due to 
interaction of analyte molecules with the electrode surface to which the certain potential is set. 
This results in a current response proportional to the analyte concentration. The concentration 
range which can be detected mainly depends on the electrode material, more precisely the 
electroactive surface area (ESA) that is available for interaction with the analyte, but also on the 
diffusion of the analyte (thickness of diffusion layer, δ, and analyte diffusion coefficient, D). The 
current, I, can hence be expressed by following equation: 
I = n∙F∙A∙D∙co∙δ-1 (1.1) 
with the number of electrons transferred, n, the Faraday constant, F (96,485 C∙mol-1), the surface 
area, A, and the initial analyte concentration, co.8 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a powerful technique to explore reaction mechanisms. While scanning 
the potential, E, back and forth, oxidation (sweeping from negative to positive direction) and 
reduction (sweeping from positive to negative direction) reactions occur when reaching its proper 
potential. This is indicated by a peak, whose height can be correlated to the concentration of the 
respective species reacting and the width can give a hint on the amount of electrons being 
transferred. The Nernst equation describes this behavior: 










with the universal gas constant, R (8.314 J∙mol-1∙K-1), and the activities, a, for the oxidized (Ox) 
and reduced (Red) species respectively. At low concentrations the equation can be simplified by 
replacing the activity by the concentrations. A completely electrochemical reversible reaction 
results in a peak-to-peak separation, ΔEp, of 57 mV (at a temperature, T, of 25 °C) between 
oxidation and reduction peak (compare equation 1.3). Thus redox markers with reversible reaction 
behavior such as ferri/ferrocyanide, [Fe(CN)6]4-/3-, or hexaamineruthenium, [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+, are 
often used to characterize the electrochemical behavior of an electrode material. In ideal case 
electrodes with low electron transfer barriers and diffusion limitations come close to a ΔEp of 
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57 mV (for one electron systems).9 
Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) is a method that, as the name already implies, makes use of 
pulses while scanning through a potential range. The potential of the pulse amplitude is set constant 
and the current difference between before and at the end of each pulse is measured and plotted 
against the potential. With this non-faradaic (capacitive) current, which would otherwise produce 
background signals is getting reduced. Therefore, DPV allows the measurement of low analyte 
conentrations.10 
The following chapters briefly introduce catalytic principles and mechanisms with regard to non-
enzymatic electrochemical sensors. Different carbon and metal-based catalysts and their respective 
synthesis as well as applications will be discussed on examples focusing mainly on the recent 
advances from 2015 till 2020. Special attention is given to the process of laser-induced 
carbonization and the nanomaterials created by this novel strategy. The findings are concluded and 
future perspectives of carbon material analytical sensors prepared by laser irradiation will be 
presented. 
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1.3 Non-Enzymatic Electrochemical Sensors 
1.3.1 State of the Art, Definition and Advantages 
Non-enzymatic electrochemical sensing features benefits over the traditional detection techniques 
employing enzymes such as higher robustness and stability, affordable costs and mass-production 
feasibility. Enzyme-free strategies also do not need complicated immobilization steps and can 
potentially be reused after solving surface fouling issues. Especially sterilization steps, which are 
often necessary for medical application of sensors to prevent contamination, are a demanding task 
in fabricating enzymatic sensors. However, non-enzymatic sensors encounter some drawbacks 
especially lower analyte specificity compared to enzymes, which commonly comes with more 
interference by other prevalent molecules in analyzed samples. A comparison of general enzymatic 
vs. non-enzymatic properties is shown in Table 1.1. So far most non-enzymatic approaches are 
also limited when measurements are performed directly in real conditions.11–14 Hereby, one of the 
challenges is that several of the composites, e.g. transition metals (Cu, Ni, Fe, etc.) for the detection 
of neurotransmitters, only work reliably at alkaline pHs due to the sensing mechanisms’ inherent 
demand of hydroxide ions and others need at least buffered solutions mostly phosphate-buffered 
saline at neutral pH.15 The latter one comes closer to real physiological media as the pH value is 
set neutral. However, the salts contained in the buffer can lead to electrode poisoning by chlorides 
or phosphates adulterating the electrochemical performance. The analyte detection with sensors 
demanding alkaline or buffered solutions is most often performed by standard addition method, 
which comes with a dilution of the real sample. This is practical to do in a laboratory but not 
suitable for on-site or in vivo applications. However, there have been some research groups 
proposed strategies to address the challenges, especially with undiluted real samples. For example, 
Park et al. developed a system for continuous glucose monitoring in whole blood and serum 
consisting of multiple polymer membranes to exclude proteins and repel charged interfering 
molecules from the electroactive nanoporous platinum.16 Another potential solution is presented 
by Zhu et al. who fabricated a wearable sensor for the detection of perspiration glucose based on 
a gold electrode modified with fluorocarbons. By application of a highly negative potential as a 
pretreatment step, a localized alkaline condition within the diffusion layer near the electrode 
surface was generated. The glucose in the sweat was then oxidized at 0.2 V resulting in measured 
concentrations that are in agreement with HPLC-MS results.17 Still there is a lot room for 
improvement to reach a breakthrough in non-enzymatical sensing. 
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Table 1.1: Comparison of enzymatic vs. non-enzymatic sensor approaches. 






Storage conditions (e.g. long-term) 
Biostability (e.g. biodegradation) 
Biocompatibility (e.g. toxicity) 
Mechanical stability 






















1.3.2 Material Dimension, Preparation and Impact on Sensing 
A catalyst generally is defined as something that accelerates chemical reactions while being non-
consumed itself. The binding of molecules to the catalyst can lead to several alternative reaction 
pathways that occur at lower activation energy and, therefore, circumvent kinetic hindrance. With 
focus on the topic of this review, in electrocatalysis the catalyst acts as a mediator that transfers 
electrons between molecules and the electrode surface during electrochemical reactions. The 
fabrication of nanocatalysts is achieved by different strategies which can be divided in bottom-up 
and top-down approaches. The former includes methods that start with initial material which can 
be anything from nano-sized or even smaller down to single atoms that build up into nanocatalysts. 
A popular example is the synthesis of colloidal nanoparticles (NPs) from metal seeds. Those are 
mixed with surfactants and reducing agents in a solvent and the growth of nanoparticles is carried 
out at certain temperatures and reaction times dependent on the desired morphology of the 
product.18 Self-assembly is a phenomenon that occurs spontaneously on account of a large number 
of interaction forces such as van der Waals, electrostatic, hydrogen bonding, wettability or steric 
effects driven by entropy. However, synthesis of nanomaterials by self-assembly is rarely done 
uncontrolled but performed under influence of templates, electrical or magnetic fields or by 
regulating a certain feeding rate of so-called building blocks which allow to tailor size and shape 
and, therefore, catalytic properties.19 Another popular bottom-up technique is chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD). As the name already implies, CVD makes use of molecules in gaseous phase 
that are deposited on a substrate to grow nanostructures. Top-down methods rely on reducing the 
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size of initial materials with rather large dimensions into nano-sizes. A typical example is graphene 
which can be prepared not only by bottom-up but also by top-down approaches from graphite such 
as mechanical, electrical or chemical exfoliation.20 
Size and shape of a certain material play key roles in its catalytic functionalities.21,22 While 
naturally occurring enzymes contain active binding sites that are mainly determining the 
specificity towards a substrate, for non-enzymatic sensing elements studied in research groups the 
catalytic activity must be tailored by choice of the composites and morphological dimensions. This 
often is a challenging task on the one hand, but on the other hand it also allows creating new 
distinctive features, which can be multi-analyte sensing possibility by combining different 
catalysts or fine tuning the detection range window to specify the application. A typical example 
for its size-dependent catalytic properties is gold. In bulk it is chemically inert and only able to 
interact with other molecules after ionization at very high potentials. This is due to its occupied 
d-band. With decreasing size down towards nanoparticles, gold is getting more and more 
catalytically active at lower temperatures and potentials needed respectively. The primary reason 
that can also be stated for other metals is the increase of edges and corners compared to the total 
surface. Those are mainly responsible for molecule adsorption and, therefore, catalytic activity. 
For gold this includes oxidation and reduction of COx, selective hydrogenation and oxidative 
decomposition to name just a few examples.23 Also the decrease in size down towards molecular 
range results in changes of the electronic state as the d-bands are getting narrower till close to the 
Fermi level.22 
When focusing on the shape of certain nanomaterials there is a broad variety from zero-
dimensional (0D) nanoparticles to highly complex 3D structures. In electrocatalysis the catalysts’ 
shape has a pivotal impact on selectivity as well as sensitivity. This is not only due to potential 
binding interactions but also from guided flow of electrons. With respect to the binding sites the 
atomic arrangement needs to be considered. Those, e.g. (111) and (100) surfaces as specified with 
Miller indices (hkl), differ from the amount and position of potential interaction sites, leading to 
different catalytic activities.24 Sánchez-Sánchez et al. have studied the shape-dependent catalytic 
behaviors of different platinum nanoparticles. By scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) 
they were able to image the variations in rate for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) from four shape 
types of platinum (tetrahedral-octahedral, cubic, spherical, hexagonal) and also catalytic activity 
differences weather H2SO4 or HClO4 were used for solutions.25 To tailor the shape additional 
agents, ions and seeds with structure-directing shapes are commonly applied during colloidal 
synthesis.18 For more details on shape-controlled synthesis and applied examples the review of 
Solla-Gullón et al. can be recommended.26 
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In the following a detailed view on the different nanomaterial dimensions, their respective 
preparation strategies and field of use is presented. A corresponding overview of several 
nanomaterials in all dimensions can be found at Figure 1.1. 0D nanomaterials are defined by 
possessing nanometer dimensions (< 100 nm) in all directions (x, y and z). Their ultra-small size 
enables nano-effects that alternate the properties compared to larger-sized structures of the same 
component. Most prevalent of this class are metallic and magnetic nanoparticles (both commonly 
abbreviated as MNPs), quantum dots (QDs) and upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs). They can 
be prepared by physical methods e.g. laser ablation, ultrasonication, lithography or different 
evaporation approaches and chemical methods such as CVD, wet-chemistry or by the means of 
micells.20,27–29 0D nanomaterials are rarely used alone for electrochemical sensing30,31 but mostly 
to fabricate hybrids with nanomaterials of higher order and/or for labeling and electrode 
modifications. 1D to 3D nanomaterials can also serve as support for 0D particles that are 
immobilized or embedded to introduce novel functionalities to the whole composite. Examples 
include doping of nanofibers with nanoparticles by electrospinning technique.32,33 Post-
modification of as-prepared nanomaterials by electrodeposition,34–37 chemical anchoring38,39 and 
thermal reduction40,41 are also commonly employed. Nowadays, also more environmentally 
friendly and sustainable ways of preparation named green/biological methods are in the focus on 
superseding traditional protocols that might apply solvents or other toxic chemicals. Hereby, it is 
made use of microorganisms (bacteria, viruses, plants etc.), but also enzymes, proteins or smaller 
biological structures (amino acids and saccharides).42,43 
Single nanofibers, nanotubes and nanowires have in common, that their length is often several 
orders in magnitude higher than their nano-sized diameter. This so-called high aspect ratio 
classifies them as 1D nanomaterials. There are also shorter one-dimensional structures namely 
nanorods and nanobelts. Nanotubes are a special case as they also offer hollow spaces that are 
beneficial for incorporating high amounts or even larger molecules. The fabrication of all of those 
is possible by similar strategies as for 0D nanomaterials, e.g. CVD, but there is a variety of other 
possibilities namely drawing, polymerization or electrospinning.44,45 Electrospinning is a popular 
method considering mass-production feasibility. It operates by applying a high voltage between a 
grounded metal collector and a metal needle that is connected via tubing to a syringe filled with 
polymer solution. The polymer solution is pumped at constant flow rate through the tubing till it 
arrives the needle tip where it gets ejected and accelerated towards the collector due to the 
electrical charges. During this the polymer solvent evaporates and solid nanofibers deposit on the 
collector.46 This method enables 3D mats of 1D nanofibers in a short time. There are different 
approaches of generating conductive nanofibers by electrospinning. Most prevalent are carbon 
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nanofibers (CNFs) and polymers that own semiconductor abilities such as polyaniline, 
polypyrrole, polythiophene or PEDOT:PSS. They represent a class of polymers that maintain their 
conductivity due to changes in the π-system of the conjugated aromatic groups either by chemical 
or electrochemical doping. Electrospun carbon nanofibers are commonly prepared by thermal 
carbonization of electrospun precursor nanofibers, mostly polyacrylonitrile, which thus turn 
conductive.47 More detail on the fabrication and outstanding properties of CNFs in electrochemical 
sensors will be elaborated in later chapters. 
 
Figure 1.1: Overview of nanomaterials with different dimensions for electrochemical biosensors. Adapted with 
permission from Wongkaew et al.2 
 
Metal free structures such as graphene, hexagonal boron nitrite or black phosphorus and layered 
structures of metal chalcogenides, transition metals (oxides, hydroxides, carbides, nitrides) or 
metal-organic frameworks are to be found in the group of 2D materials. As extensively studied 
material, graphene is still one of the most often applied sensing materials due to its high electron 
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transfer capabilities. It consists of carbon molecules connected to each other forming a honeycomb 
lattice while keeping the single molecule thickness in this structure while the size in the other two 
dimensions is unlimited. Graphene is generally prepared by two different strategies which are 
bottom-up and top-down approaches. The first is achieved by chemical synthesis from scratch, 
which includes CVD, pyrolysis and epitaxial growth, where single atoms are connected at high 
temperatures leading to highest quality of graphene. The latter is much more often utilized. Here, 
exfoliation either chemically or mechanically and the reduction of graphene oxide are frequent 
ways of generating graphene on larger scale while keeping the costs moderate. As the 
electrocatalytic abilities of bare graphene are quite poor, several enhancement strategies such as 
introducing dopants or defects, hybridization or alloying with other materials are commonly 
carried out.20,48,49 
3D nanomaterials, which own dimensions larger than 100 nm in all directions, are highly popular 
for their large surface-to-volume ratio and high porosity e.g. foams, graphite and nanofiber mats. 
They offer many interaction sites increasing the sensitivity when they are applied for sensing. 
Additionally, the high amount of branches enables many pathways for electron transport. 3D 
structures can be built up by almost any nanomaterial which is part of the groups with lower 
dimensions from 0D to 2D, as already pointed out at the respective previous paragraph. Vesicles 
also belong to 3D nanomaterials when they are over 100 nm in size, to mention another example. 
Their main feature is that they are able to be loaded with molecules that can be also released again, 
which is of high interest in drug delivery research. The similar is also possible with nanocontainers. 
Self-assembly is the most common way of fabricating nanovesicles e.g. liposomes. Here, it is made 
use of different phases (organic/nonorganic, polar/nonpolar) that are limited in miscibility. Such 
principles comprise reverse phase evaporation or thin film hydration. However, the drawbacks are 
the laborious number of fabrication steps as well as the post-synthesis stabilization steps and the 
use of large amounts of solvent.50 
1.3.3 Metal-Based Catalysts 
A broad variety of metals is easily available on affordable costs and thus the application and sensor 
material possibilities seem infinitely. Therefore, we want to group the different classes of metals 
that are utilized in catalysis which are noble metals, non-noble metals and metal composites. For 
non-noble metals we will focus on oxides, as they are much more extensively studied compared 
to sulfide and phosphide analogues. 
Noble metals such as gold (Au), palladium (Pd), silver (Ag) and platinum (Pt) serve as popular 
electrode materials due to their excellent conducting properties, inertness and ease of modification 
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but can also be integrated as sensing elements into systems in the form of nanostructures. With 
respect to electrocatalytic glucose detection, electrodes with modified noble metal as sensing 
systems also work at neutral pH, which is beneficial for measuring directly in real samples. 
Explanations for this benefit over non-noble metal can be found in many factors. In general the 
electrocatalytic abilities of noble metals are superior over non-noble equivalents. As reactive OH- 
ions, which are known for their impact in catalytic processes, are in lower presence at neutral pH 
values, the adsorption of those few molecules in combination with the excellent conductivity of 
precious metals still allows catalytic mechanism to be observed. Another important point is the 
rising instability of metal oxides with decreasing pH, which is not the case for highly stable noble 
metals. Major drawbacks of the noble metals lie in their high costs due to low abundance and the 
potential surface poisoning by halide ions, which is a challenge when detecting in neutral pH 
matrices. This is in contrast to conducting the measurement in alkaline conditions where metals 
are negatively charged and hence are able to repel negatively charged interferents such as Cl-. If 
not dimensioned in nanostructures they also only provide sluggish reaction kinetics, e.g. bulk gold 
is a poor electrocatalyst due to the low amount of interaction sites relatively to the total surface.12,23 
Non-noble metals are able to circumvent those disadvantages. Typically, oxides of transition 
metals are capable of undergoing (electro)chemical redox reactions which are taking place due to 
interaction with different molecules. Popular and intensively researched examples are iron oxides, 
e.g. Fe2O3 and Fe3O4, manganese oxides, e.g. MnO, MnO2 and Mn3O4, copper oxides, e.g. CuO 
and Cu2O and others, e.g. TiO2, NiO, Co3O4 or ZnO.51 Non-precious metals mostly need certain 
measurement matrix conditions such as adsorbed hydroxide ions as discussed before to retain 
electrocatalytic activity. Due to their affordable prices they have been widely applied for the 
detection of many different analytes such as glucose which will be discussed in detail in a later 
chapter. Their sensitivity and stability may not be of primary concern for further development. 
However, the need of strong alkaline medium to enable the reaction is a major obstacle for 
applying them in vivo, especially as wearable or implantable sensors. In contrast to the inert noble 
counterparts (unless ultra-small nanoparticles), most of non-noble metal oxides are toxic to 
humans and the environment.52–54 Therefore, for in vivo sensor development special care must be 
taken to ensure no toxic components entering into the body. This challenge still impedes the 
translation from non-enzymatic sensor concepts to final devices or systems useable by potential 
patients. 
As many researchers found, combining different metals in one composite can facilitate the overall 
sensing performance. This not only includes multi-functionalities but also the synergistic effects 
which result in better sensitivity compared to the single metals. Metals can also be alloyed to obtain 
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completely new features that cannot be achieved when simply mixing single components. This is 
due to the atomic proximity with resulting change in the electronic d-band structure that enables 
catalytic activity of transition metals.55,56 Gorzkowski and Lewera investigated the catalytic formic 
acid oxidation with palladium monolayer deposited on platinum nanoparticles. By X-ray and UV 
photoelectron spectroscopies (XPS and UPS) they validated that the electron density is increased 
close to the Fermi level due to the monolayer deposition, which results in enhanced catalytic 
activity compared to palladium nanoparticles alone.57 Some reactions require the involvement of 
more than one type of metal catalysts to happen at all. The reasons can lie in unresponsive 
reactants, cascade reactions or potential need of activating different reactants. Multi-metallic 
materials include hybrids of noble metals, non-noble metals and also combinations of both with 
any desired percentage content for all of those. They do not necessarily need to be within the same 
structure but can also coexist in different phases within one sensing material. 
1.3.4 Carbon and Derivatives 
There is a tremendous interest in carbon materials owing to their superior mechanical and chemical 
stability. Ease of modification and outstanding electron transfer capabilities put them into focus 
for electrochemical sensors, especially when they are combined with non-precious metal 
nanocatalysts that are not very conductive alone but improve analytical sensitivity. Carbon 
materials comprise a variety of derivatives such as (reduced) graphene (oxide), graphite, fullerene, 
diamond, hydrogen and heteroatom doped carbon (nitrogen, boron, chlorine, phosphorus, fluorine, 
sulfur), nano- or macrostructures such as carbon nanofibers/-tubes, flower-alike, cubes, onions etc. 
and infinite combination opportunities of those.58–60 In the following they are considered in more 
detail. 
During traditional synthesis e.g. by CVD, the generated carbon is not fully free of defects and 
impurities which are mostly carbonaceous and metallic derived ones. Those introduce 
electrocatalytic abilities such as for the ORR or the reduction of CO2, hydrazine and others. 
However, to reach satisfying sensing result, most of the sophisticated carbon materials have in 
common that they offer a huge surface area and porosity with multiple interaction sites. This is 
primarily the intended goal in order to facilitate interaction of potential analytes with functional 
groups, mainly oxygen, and defects that are present on the edges of carbon structures. Both can 
influence molecule adsorption and desorption as well as heterogeneous electron transfer rates.61 
Zhu et al. presented a carbon nanohorn/graphene oxide hybrid sensor for the electrochemical 
detection of 4-nitrochlorobenzene. The partially unzipped nanohorns (graphene oxide) provide 
abundant active sites that, together with the electron transfer capabilities of retained nanohorns, 
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led to great sensing performance (limit of detection, LOD 10 nM).62 By simple air annealing 
process Zhu et al. were able to enhance defects, oxygen groups and other factors of carbon fiber 
paper. With the resulting product, high-performance electrochemical nitrite-detection with 70 nM 
LOD, a wide linear-range of 0.1-3,839 µM and high sensitivity (930.4 µA∙mM-1∙cm-2) could be 
enabled.63 Recently, pencil graphite has gained high interest as carbon source for electrodes due 
to its wide availability, low costs and simple processability. Vishnu et al demonstrated the 
detection of purines from fresh fish samples with pre-anodized pencil graphite. The pre-
anodization step results in several functional oxygen rich groups that are the key for purine 
oxidation abilities.64 
Modified carbon is significantly more studied compared to carbon materials alone due to the larger 
application possibilities. Common ways of doping carbon are by (hydro)thermal annealing in a 
certain gas atmosphere or by mixing graphene with heteroatom-donating chemicals (e.g. ammonia 
or urea for N-doping),65–71 microwave-assisted synthesis72–75 and plasma methods.76–78 Metal-
carbon hybrids are frequently studied for obvious benefits introduced by the metal which are as 
already discussed sensitivity, selectivity and multiple fabrication possibilities. Nevertheless, there 
is an increasing interest in metal-free sensing materials. Especially noble metals are often limited 
in abundancy and thus expensive, which hampers commercialization of sensors utilizing those. 
For most applications in (bio)medical sensing field, biocompatibility is undoubtedly of paramount 
importance e.g. with respect to wearable or implantable sensors. This includes the mechanical and 
chemical stability of the whole sensing material as well as potential toxicity of some metal 
components. Doping graphitic carbon with heteroatoms, as one of the alternative modification 
strategies, was found to lead to catalytic activity as well, such as for the ORR, without the need of 
additional metal. This is because the dopants influence the charge distribution, binding ability and 
spin density of carbon atoms in a way that promotes O2 adsorption and bond breaking. Therefore, 
the type of heteroatom dopant as well as the total amount and distribution plays a key role in 
catalytic activity of doped carbon.79 Current trends guide towards carbon materials doped with 
multiple heteroatoms to improve catalytic efficiency. The synergistic effect that derives from the 
interaction of different co-dopants among themselves can activate π-electrons and change catalytic 
binding behavior. Still the metal-free carbon materials need extensive improvement in catalytic 
properties to be able to fully substitute the metal-containing ones.80 
Carbon quantum dots (CQDs) and graphene quantum dots (GQDs) as examples for carbon 
nanomaterials have evolved as alternatives to semiconductor quantum dots, which are commonly 
made of toxic heavy metals. Further advantages of them include their chemical inertness as well 
as high stability and biocompatibility. GQDs are basically defined as single layered graphene with 
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lateral sizes lower than 100 nm, whereas CQDs can consist of multiple layers of graphene, which 
together make a total diameter typically below 10 nm. Therefore, the amount of edges (with 
functional groups) relative to the total surface is very high which results in superior 
electrochemical activity. Due to their very small size, 0D nanomaterial QDs also offer quantum 
confinement effects that are considered to be responsible for their numerous unique properties. 
Besides their popular fluorescence characteristic, they also offer electrocatalytic abilities, such as 
towards the ORR.81,82 To achieve this, the catalytic properties of CQDs can be tuned by heteroatom 
doping, as described earlier, and reach superior performance comparable to metal-based 
catalysts.83 This makes CQDs a suitable candidate for replacement of standard catalysts applying 
platinum and other expensive metals. 
1D carbon nanostructures, primarily nanofibers and nanotubes (CNTs), are among the most 
popular carbon materials for biosensor development because of the already discussed benefits of 
high surface-to-volume ratio with multiple interaction and modification sites, excellent electron-
transfer properties, biocompatibility and simple fabrication methods. Compared to carbon 
nanotubes the carbon nanofibers offer more edge sites on the outer wall as they consist of graphene 
sheets with varying shapes that are stacked together. Those edge plane defects can enhance the 
interaction with analytes and the electron transfer.84 Carbon nanotubes comprise the groups of 
single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) with one graphene layer rolled up and multi-walled 
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) where multiple tubes enclose each other. Depending on their 
chirality they can possess metal or semiconductor characteristics. In case of MWCNTs the 
existence of just one metallic layer leads to a metallic behavior of the overall structure. The 
electrochemical properties of MWCNTs are lower than those of SWCNTs because of the 
inconsistent chirality deriving from the different tubes. Their main attribute is the enormous 
mechanical strength. To obtain CNTs different methods such as laser-assisted as well as CVD and 
arc discharge can be picked for synthesis.85,86 
1.3.5 Analytes 
Target species of electrochemical sensors must be electroactive, which means that they can be 
oxidized or reduced at certain potentials that are applied in order to detect them. This comes with 
a change in the signal, which depends on the electrochemical detection strategy such as current in 
amperometry. The sensing system must fulfill the requirement of selectively recognizing this 
action in ideal case without interference by other electroactive molecules or at least allow 
separation by differences in detection potential. The following chapter deals with some of the 
prominent analytes in research, associated challenges and potential solutions. The analytes and 
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associated sensor validation parameters of all reviewed publications are summarized in Table 1.2. 
Most intensively studied analyte by far is glucose due to rising numbers of diabetes mellitus 
patients that still have to use invasive techniques to measure blood glucose levels by themselves. 
Therefore, healthcare is the main driving source in developing glucose sensors.12,15,21,87,88 Glucose 
is also present in sweat (0.06-0.11 mM), saliva (0.23-0.38 mM), urine (2.78-5.55 mM) and ocular 
fluid (0.05-0.5 mM) which can be easier obtained non-invasively. However, glucose levels are 
often lower compared to blood (4.9-6.9 mM) and other potential interferents such as uric acid and 
salts in urine can be issues that need to be addressed.89 Ideally, a sensor should be ready to be used 
when exposed to real biological samples without additional preliminary steps and some researchers 
already tried to tackle this issue as discussed in chapter 1.3.1. Especially for people with stronger 
diabetes disease that require regular insulin infusions, continuous glucose measurement systems 
are highly beneficial to be able to react quickly to abnormal levels. With respect to non-invasive 
monitoring there are several challenges that need to be overcome before potential 
commercialization. Bae et al. developed a microfluidics-integrated sweat sensor patch made of 
micropatterned polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to ensure stretchability, which is highly desired for 
wearables. In their platform, stretchable cotton fibers served as sweat collector by capillary forces 
and nanoporous gold enabled non-enzymatic electrochemical sensing.90 However, there is still the 
question left how accuracy is affected by the amount of sweat different persons produce. Ocular 
fluid brings the advantage of being continuously produced by the healthy eye, which enables 
detection of biomolecules in tear fluid by contact lenses. As the glucose concentration range and 
the sample value are very low, a satisfying sensitivity of contact lens sensors so far can only be 
reached by including enzymes such as presented by Yao et al.91 For monitoring glucose in saliva, 
wireless detection strategies including mouthguard-based approaches92 and sensing on tooth 
enamel93 can be proposed. As the long-term stability of enzymes and, therefore, the use for 
continuous monitoring is insufficient, a breakthrough in non-enzymatic wearable sensors with 
respect to selectivity is yet to be achieved. Also, it should be kept in mind that the glucose transition 
from blood to other body liquids comes with a lag in time which could have serious consequence 
for risk patients when not recognizing critical changes of glucose in one of those fluids fast enough. 
Hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, is an important molecule in biomedicine and as a member of the 
reactive oxygen species, it is an indicator of several diseases that are linked to oxidative stress. Its 
strong oxidative properties are utilized for disinfection and sterilization but make it also crucial to 
supervise H2O2 levels in food and chemical industry, environmental monitoring or pharmaceutical 
field. Thus depending on the field of application, the range of hydrogen peroxide concentration 
significantly varies from low micromolar to high millimolar and, therefore, the requirements for a 
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sensing system do as well.13 H2O2 can be enzymatically detected at low values by the help of heme 
proteins such as horseradish peroxidase which has been successfully achieved decades ago.94 
Nowadays, the active Fe-containing heme center of the enzyme is tried to be mimicked by various 
non-enzymatic sensing materials. Recent developments imply a vast variety of metal 
nanostructures e.g. noble metals (Au, Pt, Ag, Pd), transition metals and their respective oxides 
(Co, Fe, Ni, Cu), alloys and carbon materials.13,95 Mollarasouli et al. constructed GQDs modified 
with chitosan (CS) as immobilization matrix for methylene blue (MB) that offers a reversible redox 
mediator mechanism for the detection of H2O2. Because of the wide linear range from 1-2,900 µM 
and 2,900 µM to 11.78 mM their GQDs-CS/MB can be used for several different samples. They 
validated this and reached adequate recovery of H2O2 in several food and water samples without 
being affected by numerous biomolecules and inorganic salts.96 Kogularasu et al. achieved a very 
low LOD of 15 nM which enabled them to detect low contents of hydrogen peroxide in contact 
lens cleaning solutions and disinfectant solutions even after spiking into measurement matrix. 
They constructed polyhedronal shaped Co3O4 metal-catalyst and encapsulated them into porous 
graphene oxide with peroxidase-like catalytic activity.97 An approach for in vivo detection of H2O2 
released from living cells was presented by Bai et al. They prepared a platinum 
nanoparticles/reduced graphene oxide (rGO)-chitosan-ferrocene carboxylic acid nano-hybrid and 
triggered different cell types with ascorbic acid. Among them, tumor cells generated higher current 
response related to higher hydrogen peroxide levels that derive from morbid cell growth. With 
respect to future sensor development, those strategies could be very meaningful in monitoring and 
recognizing tumor growth in human body but also checking therapeutic success.98 
When searching the internet for non-enzymatic electrochemical biosensors it can instantly be 
observed that most of them concentrate on glucose or hydrogen peroxide. Still there is an almost 
endless number of important analytes to be considered and some work groups are trying to solve 
the challenges that come with the development of novel enzyme-free detection strategies. A 
continuously emerging field is healthcare as it takes more or less a fundamental part in the lives of 
everybody. Hereby an associated area is drug detection. Khairy et al. studied the simultaneous 
determination of codeine, acetaminophen and caffeine with cerium oxide nanoparticle modified 
screen-printed electrodes to give just one example.99 In addition, sensors verifying hormones such 
as progesterone,100 estradiol,101 testosterone102 or epinephrine103 or neurotransmitter levels such as 
dopamine,104 glutamate105 or acetylcholine106 gain increasing evolution. Validating body 
cholesterol values,107 which can become abnormal mainly from unhealthy lifestyle, is also in focus 
as of significant increased risks of heart attack. Further, people more and more propel the 
understanding of disease development on the genetic base as changes of the DNA building blocks 
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come from or result in those. For this reasons Boopathy et al. fabricated a guanine sensor based 
on graphene oxide/α-MnO2 binary nanosheets. They reached picomolar LOD and have proven the 
ability of their sensor material to determine guanine content in real calf thymus DNA sample.108 
A good overview about other progress on non-enzymatic electrochemical sensors for medical 
purposes is given by Martinkova et al.109 Concluding, the development of non-enzymatic sensing 
approaches for various analytes in all fields of life is still in its infancy. It must be the first aim to 
exactly understand the interaction mechanisms of nanomaterials and target analyte to ensure not 
only sensitivity but also specificity in particular in complex real matrices. 
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1.4 Laser-Induced Carbon Nanomaterials and Their Hybrids 
1.4.1 Laser-Induced Carbonization 
 
Figure 1.2: Laser-induced carbonization of commercial available polyimide foil (a) and respective scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) images of the generated owl shape (b). Zoom-in of the circled part in (b) shows the sweeping 
line pattern typically obtained by the laser (c). The porous structure of LIG can be seen in the insets of (c) and the 
side view image of LIG surface on PI foil (d). Adapted with permission from Lin et al.110 
 
Laser-induced carbonization is a quite new method to prepare novel carbon goods. For laser 
irradiation different types of lasers, either pulsed or continuous wave such as the most popular 
CO2-laser (typically 10.6 µm wavelength), are suitable.111 The generation of conductive graphene 
from non-conductive commercial polymers with this technique was first reported by the group of 
Tour (Figure 1.2).110 The laser scribing process itself is simple, quick and equipment as well as 
initial materials are highly affordable and readily available. Additionally, any carbonization 
pattern can be designed with standard PC software and the lasing is carried out fully automatically, 
which makes this approach suitable for large-scale fabrication. Common strategies such as thermal 
carbonization and CVD are rather inflexible because of several heat treatment steps and associated 
required processing times taking many hours. Further, complicated set-ups including inert gas 
atmosphere are essential. Therefore, these methods could be replaced by laser-induced 
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carbonization, which additionally offers electrode design flexibility. Lots of different substrates as 
demonstrated for wood,112 cloth, food or paper113,114 can be transferred into conductive carbon-
based electrodes which broadens the range of potential applications. Most intensively employed is 
polyimide foil (PI, Kapton) which acts as precursor for laser-induced graphene (LIG) electrodes 
(also sometimes referred to laser-scribed graphene, LSG). 
1.4.2 Lasing Parameters vs. Carbon Quality 
Commercial laser systems offer the advantage of switchable lenses for respective desired 
application. Their architecture results in varying conditions of the focus namely focal length, spot 
size and depth of focus. In the focal point energy and heat density are the highest and decrease 
equally with increasing or decreasing distance according to the Gaussian beam characteristics.115 
With respect to this it must also be kept in mind that the thicker a sample the more likely to have 
morphological differences through the whole specimen thickness after carbonization. The 2.0” 
lens, which is often the standard lens system for CO2-devices, can be used for carbonizing or 
cutting several materials. Due to the rather high tolerance (depth of focus) of 2.54 mm it is easy to 
find the correct focus even for materials that do not possess evenly flat surface. However, this 
aspect and the average focal point of 127 µm make the lens less suitable for scribing/cutting fine 
structures. In this case, a high-power density focusing optics (HPDFO) should be employed. As 
stated by its name, the energy input is concentrated on a very small focus spot (25 µm) allowing 
very high resolution. This comes also with the drawback of high divergence/low focal range 
tolerance. In addition, the increased energy per illuminated spot can result in distortion of sensitive 
materials (e.g. polymer foils). The energy input can be fine-tuned by the dots-per-inch (DPI) 
setting in the laser software which though affects the duration of the lasing process. 
Further software settings of the CO2-laser have direct impact on the generated carbon structure 
and quality. Focusing on laser-induced graphene, it is of utmost importance to optimize parameters 
of the system namely lasing power and speed to obtain carbon with high quality. Generally, 
increasing the lasing power comes with the need of increasing speed as well and longer lasing 
exposure times should be ensembled with lower power. Hereby, the morphological features e.g. 
flake/pore size, layering or gap width usually deviate from different possible parameter 
combinations and the choice depends on the preferred application and the energy absorption ability 
of the material to be carbonized. The energy input by the laser and carbonization respectively can 
also be tailored by changing the distance of the material surface relatively to the laser focal point. 
In a later chapter we discuss the carbonization of electrospun nanofibers with inherent metal 
complexes, which assist in distributing the laser input energy evenly resulting in high integrity of 
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the carbon nanofiber morphology. 
The atmosphere in which the lasing process takes place also has a strong effect on the obtained 
features. Differences in morphology as well as the introduction of functional surface groups and 
defects by scribing in ambient conditions compared to controlled gas atmospheres such as O2, Ar 
and H2 lead to significant changes in wettability and electrochemical properties.116 Lastly, our 
group found that the scribing direction affects to electrochemical performance of carbonized 
electrodes. Common CO2-laser systems are scribing in one direction e.g. from left to right, before 
returning to the starting point and continuing with an adjacent line underneath the one carbonized 
previously. Therefore, for carbonization of patterns with differences in x- and y-length the number 
of carbonization lines differs when scribing along the x-axis compared to y-axis. This comes with 
morphological differences such as smaller vs. larger structures (surface area) or pores (-size) that 
again may further influence electrochemical behavior. Concluding, when developing a new laser-
carbonization-based composite the influence of many parameters needs to be studied first and fully 
understood to customize towards desired material features. 
1.4.3 Laser-Induced Functional Nanocatalysts 
The fabrication of functional materials by laser scribing technology has moved into focus due to 
the simple generation of diverse nanocatalyst-carbon hybrids. Laser-induced graphene modified 
with various metal nanoparticles such as copper117 or platinum118 has proved its excellent 
electrochemical sensing abilities. However, the mechanical and chemical stability of metal 
nanoparticles deposited on LIG surface is rather low. It was demonstrated, also for the first time 
by Tours’ research group, that metal oxides can be embedded into graphene by doping polyimide 
films with metal precursor and subsequently carbonize.119 The obtained nanocrystal containing 
LIG showed electrocatalytic activity for the ORR. This work has triggered several other research 
groups started to fabricate hybrids of laser-induced graphene with metal composites. Deng et al. 
deposited a mixture of citric acid (carbon source), ammonium molybdate and sodium sulfide on 
glass slides and generated laser-induced MoS2/carbon hybrids for the catalytic evolution of 
hydrogen.120 As an alternative way Clerici et al. spin-coated MoS2 flakes on polyimide foil and 
afterwards laser carbonized it to receive electrodes for supercapacitor application.121 The same 
preparation principle was also performed with Ti4+-containing poly(amic acid) to modify LIG with 
TiO2 instead of MoS2.122 Rodrigues et al. covered polyimide foil with Zn/ZnO precursor paste 
before laser scribing.123 Recently, You et al. prepared a flexible composite from laser-carbonized 
polyimide foil which was coated with chitosan hydrogel ink containing different noble metal 
nanocatalyst precursors.124 Future concepts could involve the preparation of metal alloy-carbon 
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hybrids with multiple functions directly by laser. Similar to the laser surface alloying technique, 
where commonly a metal powder is distributed on a surface of another metal (e.g. chromium on 
copper125 or aluminum on titanium126) and alloyed afterwards by laser power, different metal 
powders could be alloyed and united with a carbon matrix at the same time. 
Heteroatom-doped graphene can also be generated by employing laser scribing technique instead 
of common methods, (hydro)thermal annealing or plasma synthesis, that require cost-intensive 
devices. A simple route of doping LIG with boron atoms was shown by Peng et al. who mixed 
poly(amic acid) with boric acid and laser-carbonized the polyimide sheet that was obtained after 
imidization. The resulting B-LIG possessed multiple-time enhanced areal capacitance as well as 
energy density which makes it a promising candidate for microsupercapacitor development.127 In 
a similar way, Zhang et al. achieved doping of LIG with nitrogen levels as high as 13 %. They 
casted Cu-foils with solutions of polyimide and urea, as nitrogen source, prior to laser irradiation. 
Additionally, they performed the laser scribing in N2-atmosphere to enhance the binding of 
nitrogen molecules to the carbon.128 Kim et al. presented a different approach of preparing N-
doped LIG which is by laser carbonization of a polyimide layer that was deposited on LIG that has 
been carbonized from an initial polyimide layer before. The authors propose that the significantly 
increased nitrogen content of densified LIG results from in situ doping deriving from the second 
polyimide layer.129 An effective manner to synthesize sulfur-doped graphene is to use sulfonated 
poly(ether ether ketone) as LIG precursor instead of polyimide as demonstrated by the studies of 
Lamberti et al.130 
1.4.4 Laser-Induced Carbon Nanofibers 
Common strategies to fabricate carbon nanofibers are CVD and thermal carbonization. The first 
involves the growth of carbon materials from bottom by heat-induced decomposition of a carbon 
source and deposition of those gaseous molecules on a substrate. Structure directing templates and 
metal catalysts are utilized to obtain nanofibers or -tubes with desired geometrical 
specifications.131,132 The latter is done by multiple thermal treatment steps of electrospun 
nanofibers. Here, mostly polyacrylonitrile (PAN) serves as carbon precursor. PAN has an 
outstanding electrospinnability, the fiber diameter can easily be controlled, which also comprises 
very thin diameters down to 100 nm, and the carbon yield is at the upper end of scale. Before 
actual thermal carbonization, the fibers need to be heat-treated at ca. 300 °C for several hours to 
preserve the fiber integrity and prevent the aggregation of fibers at carbonization afterwards. 
Subsequently, thermal carbonization is conducted in inert atmosphere at relative higher 
temperature (normally ca. 1,000 °C) for another few hours to obtain carbon nanofibers.133 The 
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carbonization occurs due to removal of volatile organic species which comes with different 
phenomena such as crosslinking and reorganization.134 Huang et al. created palladium-containing 
carbon nanofibers by electrospinning PAN/Pd(acac)2 solutions with subsequent thermal treatment 
steps. Those revealed electrocatalytic activity towards H2O2 reduction and nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide (NADH) oxidation.135 Similar Liu et al. created Ni-loaded carbon nanofibers for 
application in glucose sensing.136 Even though great performances of non-enzymatic sensors were 
demonstrated in the previous studies and both techniques offer advantages of high carbon quality 
(CVD) or high production yield (thermal carbonization), there are also many drawbacks to 
consider. In order to apply CNFs prepared by those mentioned methods for electrochemical 
sensing, they have to be further processed. Thermal carbonized nanofiber mats need to be 
shortened and dispensed in a solvent e.g. by agitation prior to modification of an electrode material 
such as glassy carbon or carbon paste by drop-casting.137,138 Sometimes binder materials such as 
additional polymers e.g. Nafion are necessary to strengthen the adhesion onto the substrate.139 In 
this case the electrochemical properties of obtained electrodes can be negatively affected. The 
aforementioned limitations make those approaches unsuitable for large-scale production. 
Additionally, the electrode design is rather limited. 
Alternatively, our research group recently developed a simple method of generating carbon 
nanofibers by electrospinning polyimide nanofibers with subsequent laser-induced carbonization 
at ambient conditions as displayed in Figure 1.3.140 This laser-induced carbon nanofibers (LCNFs), 
prepared on indium tin oxide coated polyethylene terephthalate (ITO/PET) substrate offer porous 
3D morphology which is beneficial for sensing purposes owing to the high number of potential 
interaction sites. Similar to the work from Ye et al., who embedded nanocrystals into polyimide 
films,119 we integrated nanocatalytic functions but into LCNFs by simply doping the polyimide 
spinning solution with the respective metal salt. The strategy could successfully be adapted to 
different metals namely Fe,140 Ni141 and Pd so far in which several other metal-doped LCNFs will 
also be feasible to be created in future. Compared to common LIG the porosity and electroactive 
surface area of LCNFs can be enhanced multiple times due to the 3D structure, which results in 
improved electrochemical performance. Additionally, Ni-LCNFs showed excellent mechanical 
stability of the metal particles in the matrix compared to electrodeposition method, where those 
can detach during incubation in liquid medium. This is crucial when mechanical forces such as 
flow or stirring are applied to enhance mass-transport. The high mechanical stability ensures its 
applicability for in vivo measurements, especially for sensors with potential toxic metal 
composites. Further creation of free-standing LCNFs will pave the way for a number of 
applications, in particular towards point-of-care testing. Furthermore, LCNF-based sensors as 
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wearables are highly attractive especially for in vivo detection of metabolites with cells since 
approaches utilizing LIG have demonstrated cell adhesion compatibility142 and biosafety was 
confirmed (tested with zebrafish143). Additionally, LCNFs are promising for (bio)medical 
application such as scaffolds, wound healing and breath masks. 
 
Figure 1.3: Schemes of common carbon nanofiber preparation techniques CVD and thermal carbonization of 
electrospun nanofibers and the novel strategy of laser-induced carbonization of electrospun nanofibers. 
1.4.5 Sensing Applications 
Laser-induced carbon nanomaterials are highly promising for a wide range of applications such as 
energy storage,144–146 anti-biofouling,147,148 or desalination149. As already described, they also own 
magnificent features which make them ideal contenders for application in non-enzymatic 
electrochemical sensing. Hereinafter, by now existing sensing platforms based on laser-induced 
carbon are highlighted. 
As the mechanical stability of LIG is sufficient, it has already been developed towards sensing of 
multiple analytes in aqueous media. Zhang et al. decorated LIG, which was generated on PI foils, 
with copper nanoparticles by substrate-assisted electroless deposition. They connected LIG to zinc 
foil and immersed it into copper solution. Due to the potential difference between the zinc and the 
copper ions, copper nanoparticles were deposited on the LIG surface. They were able to 
amperometrically quantify glucose in the range of 1 µM to 6 mM with a LOD of 0.39 µM. Also, 
they could detect glucose from human blood serum sample that was injected into NaOH matrix 
without significant signal interference.150 Laser-induced carbon electrodes were yet successfully 
prepared for the enzyme-free electrochemical detection of H2O2,151,152 dopamine, ascorbic acid, 
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uric acid118 and biogenic amines.153 A more advanced solution for the detection of many analytes 
in an aqueous mixture was presented by Yu et al. who fabricated a LIG sensor array based on the 
electronic tongue principle. Their systems consist of six units that were each functionalized with 
different composites such as gold, rGO and polyaniline (PANI). By principle component analysis 
of impedance data, their sensor was able to distinguish between sweet (sugar), salty (NaCl) and 
sour (vinegar) at thresholds lower than possible for a human tongue.154 
Apart from non-enzymatic sensing in solution-based detections, the high porosity and large surface 
area of laser-induced carbon materials ideally lends itself to sensing of gaseous molecules. 
Stanford et al. prepared LIG with a surface area of ~350 m2∙g-1 which they successfully employed 
for the detection of a variety of gases (CO2, N2, Air, Ar, O2, He, H2). By application of a high 
voltage (5 V), Joule heating occurred at the microgap between two LIG electrodes, which resulted 
in a change of the resistivity. After exposure of the sensor to a gas, changes in resistance could be 
translated to the thermal conductivity, which has typical values for different gases.155 With a 
similar strategy Yang et al. were able to detect NO2 down to 1.5 ppb (parts per billion). They 
coated Ag ink on a serpentine interconnect region of LIG to enable localized Joule heating and 
improved sensitivity as well as selectivity by modification with rGO/MoS2. To measure 
components of a gaseous mixture, they proposed an array of LIG modified with several 
nanocomposites with each having a different selectivity.156 Zhu et al. picked the approach of 
simulating the turbinate-like structure of a dog nose that is known for its outstanding odor 
perception abilities. After decoration of their LIG with Pd nanoparticles, the resistance change of 
the artificial nose sensor towards 2 % H2 at ambient conditions could be detected.157 By 
introducing GO, interdigitated LIG electrodes have also already been applied as capacitive 
humidity sensors, for breath analysis and monitoring plant transpiration.158,159 
Future trends guide towards point-of-care sensors and wearable electronics due to the increasing 
awareness in health monitoring. Tao et al. were among the first to report a wearable device based 
on LIG. They showed the functionality of LIG as an artificial throat which can generate and detect 
different sounds due to mechanical vibration and is, therefore, promising for disabled people.160 
Recently, Yang et al. presented a lab-on-a-chip wearable patch completely created by laser 
engraving. The sensor consists of multiple layers including a microfluidic module that allows the 
dynamic sweat sampling while wearing and medical adhesive layers for mounting the whole patch 
on the skin. Additionally, the device is connected to a reusable flexible printed circuit board which 
makes wireless readout possible (Figure 1.4i). They have verified in situ uric acid and tyrosine 
measurements and were able to correlate the obtained signals with healthy patients and patients 
with hyperuricemia or gout making their lab-on-a-chip very useful for early diagnosis and 
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prevention of this disease.161 By simple casting with elastomeric substrate, e.g. PDMS and peeling 
off, Lamberti et al. demonstrated for the first time the transfer of LIG electrodes from polyimide 
onto flexible, transparent and stretchable polymers (Figure 1.4ii).162 Similar approaches of 
transferring LIG to a wearable substrate were carried out by several other research groups. For 
example, Xuan et al. decorated LIG with silver nanowire prior to PDMS casting to enhance the 
conductivity under mechanical deformations. After peeling off the PDMS composite, they 
electroplated Pt and Au NPs on the surface to enhance analyte sensing abilities. They showed the 
direct detection of glucose in human sweat and proposed the application as wearable.163 
Prabhakaran and Nayak were even able to demonstrate the direct sensing in secreted body sweat. 
They modified their LIG by deposition of copper salt with subsequent focused sunlight treatment 
to obtain crystalline Cu nanoparticles. By transferring the LIG to a Scotch brand tape the electrode 
can be taped on the body (Figure 1.4iii). Before, NaOH solution was drop-casted and dried on the 
electrode surface whereby the alkaline conditions were retained. Therefore, they could directly 
detect glucose in sweat secreted on body without the need of injection into NaOH matrix.164 
 
Figure 1.4: Wearable sensing systems based on laser-induced graphene. Panel i: Laser engraved lab-on-a-chip 
mounted on different body parts and wireless monitoring of uric acid, tyrosine, respiration rate and temperature via 
smartphone. Adapted with permission from Yang et al.161 Panel ii: Scheme of transferring LIG generated on polyimide 
foil (a) by casting with PDMS (b) and subsequent peeling off (c). The LIG is now bound to PDMS (d) which offers 
elastic properties (e). Adapted with permission from Lamberti et al.162 Panel iii: Transfer of LIG to Scotch brand tape 
that can be taped to the body and monitor analytes directly in produced sweat. Adapted with permission from 
Prabhakaran and Nayak.164 Panel iv: Transfer of LIG to gas-permeable silicon elastomer sponges (a). Multi-sensing 
abilities and demonstration of the flexible behavior of the sensor (b). Adapted with permission from Sun et al.165 
 
Sun et al. realized the transfer of LIG to elastomeric silicone/sugar composites, which are also gas-
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permeable and can comfortably be worn on the skin and survive multiple bending without 
meaningful resistance change (Figure 1.4iv). Their prototype is able to monitor temperature and 
hydration changes and allows the water permeation which reduces inflammation risks at long-time 
wearing.165 The aim of the studies from Chhetry et al. was the sensing of strain changes due small 
movements on the human skin such as wrist pulse. They hybridized LIG with MoS2 to achieve an 
electromechanical stability for over 12,000 strain/release cycles, which is an idea that could be 
also be adapted to improve wearable electrochemical sensors.166 Another highly fascinating field 
is soft robotics that can interact with humans. In this regard, Ling et al. fabricated LIG-based soft 
electrothermal actuators with several shapes that are capable of reconfigurable 3D assembly by 
mechanic guidance such as gesture control. Further, the potential application as artificial muscle 
was investigated and the ability to lift a mass of about 110 times of the own weight was found out. 
Their soft robotic finger is able to reversible wrap around a human finger on demand and carry out 
electrocardiogram measurements.167 Those approaches can be role models for the development of 
wearable non-enzymatic sensors that can also interact with humans on demand. 
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1.5 Conclusion and Outlook 
Non-enzymatic electrochemical sensors are powerful tools that promise great functional stability 
compared to enzymes-based approaches while being highly affordable and operable in a fast and 
sensitive manner. The catalytic activity of nanomaterials can be tailored by their size and shape 
which both determine the number of active sites available for interaction and guide electron flow. 
For introduction of an analyte specificity, an almost unlimited pool of metal-based catalysts is 
available. However, there are still only a hand full of solutions presented that enable sensing in 
real sample solutions or in vivo. One of the main issues is the need of alkaline media as reactive 
hydroxide ions are adsorbed on the metal surface and are responsible for catalytic interaction with 
analyte molecules. Noble metals are less dependent on basic conditions as their electronic 
properties are usually more advanced than those of non-noble metals. Nevertheless, metal surface 
charges vary with pH and, therefore, interference by other molecules can increase at neutral pH. 
To solve this, further anti-interferent modifications are necessary, which increases the amount of 
sensor preparation steps. Additionally, the necessity of noble-metals impedes commercialization 
due to high costs. 
Carbon nanomaterials have become a popular choice because of their outstanding properties such 
as high electron transfer abilities, mechanical stability, introducible functionality and 
biocompatibility. It is, therefore, not surprising that they are often chosen as transducer matrix for 
hybridization with catalytic elements in order to accomplish excellent sensing performance. The 
classical ways of their synthesis include laborious and time-consuming steps required and are often 
limited in exploiting the full beneficial features due to inefficient integration of traditional 
approaches. Laser-induced carbonization stepped into the focus as this alternative technique allows 
to directly carbonize different substrates in a short time into conductive structures with the 
additional benefit of electrode design flexibility. The variation of lasing parameters and conditions 
makes the precise control of the obtained carbonized morphology possible, which permits the 
tunability of conductivity as well as wettability. Using electrospun nanofibers as precursors 
showed up as an efficient strategy to generate laser-induced carbon nanofibers. Assembled in a 3D 
network, they own a high porosity and surface area which results in superior fast electron transfer. 
By doping the electrospinning solutions with metal salts, nanocatalytic competences of the carbon 
nanofibers are yielded which can be matched to different analytes. 
The future development of laser-induced carbon materials will thus be exciting to carry out. Focus 
of current research is more and more related to the practicability of sensing systems where it should 
be easy to be used, require less sample handling and minimal or untrained operators. The patient 
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or end-user should be able to make use of such sensors without complicated instructions. With 
respect to laser-induced nanomaterials, the miniaturization ability and possible mass-production 
capability can be the breakthrough criteria for developing the next generation point-of-care 
sensors. Another pathway in the right direction is the presented studies on laser-induced carbon 
nanomaterials for wearables. However, most of them so far are investigated towards measurement 
of physical changes such as strain, temperature etc. and there is still a lack of sensors for the 
monitoring of important metabolites such as glucose or hydrogen peroxide whose anomalous 
levels can be linked to diseases. As the cell adhesion and growth was demonstrated and biosafety 
was confirmed recently for LIG, investigations towards application in and on human body are 
becoming closer. 
Heteroatom-doping of carbon nanomaterials has been proven to increase catalytic abilities. In 
combination with the introduction of nanocatalytic metal, hybrids can realize magnificent sensing 
performance due to synergistic effects. Thus, heteroatom-doping of laser-induced carbon by 
controlled atmospheres during lasing process together with metal modifications could result in 
highly sensitive and robust non-enzymatic electrochemical sensors. The choice of little amount of 
noble metal even could be a compromise to make the application in real biological media possible 
without significantly increasing costs. 
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2 Motivation and Structure of the Thesis 
Electrochemical analyte detection has several advantages over other detection techniques, which 
are among others the affordable equipment, high sensitivity and fast response. Sensors in 
combination with enzymatic biorecognition elements have been established for a long time due to 
their high selectivity and sensitivity. However, drawbacks for application of enzymes lie in their 
expensiveness and low stability (biological, chemical and environmental). Instead, nowadays non-
enzymatic sensing stepped into focus because of much better stability and lower costs compared 
to enzymatic approaches. Chapter 1 comprises the recent progress in non-enzymatic 
electrochemical sensing with focus on laser-induced carbon nanomaterials. State-of-the-art, 
definition and advantages of non-enzymatic electrochemical sensors are briefly summarized. In 
the following catalytic mechanisms themselves are discussed and the context of how size and 
shape of certain materials impact on their catalytic properties is represented. Here the generation 
of nanomaterials with different dimensions from 0D to 3D and their characteristics is recessed. 
Metal-based catalysis is a rising field in non-enzymatic sensing. Therefore, the groups of noble 
metals, non-noble metals and composites are highlighted. Another important class is made up by 
the carbon nanomaterials which possess several exciting features for electrochemistry. Thus, 
examples of their derivatives such as carbon quantum dots and graphene quantum dots are given 
and modified carbon is compared to carbon materials alone. With respect to sensing, the challenges 
of most popular analytes and a few potential solutions found by researchers are presented. It is 
lead through the novel topic of laser-induced carbon materials by explaining the working principle 
and the effects that several lasing parameters have on the obtained carbon quality. Picking up the 
earlier discussed catalytic features of metal and carbon materials, laser-induced functional 
materials containing nanocatalytic metal and doping-features are introduced. The new strategy of 
preparing carbon nanofibers with catalytic functionalities by laser-induced carbonization of 
electrospun nanofibers, which was developed during studies related to this thesis, with its benefits 
over conventional carbon nanofiber generation methods is presented. Concluding the chapter, 
already developed applications of laser-induced carbon and future prospective are shown. 
The main goal of this thesis is to demonstrate the fabrication of carbon nanofibers (CNFs) with 
electrochemical sensing abilities by laser-induced carbonization of electrospun nanofibers. 
Conventionally, synthesis of carbon nanofibers is achieved by two different methods which are 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and thermal carbonization of electrospun nanofibers. Both 
approaches face some drawbacks that hinder the translation into commercial products. The thermal 
treatment steps are laborious and essential vacuum conditions necessitate cost-intensive devices. 
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Additionally, the complexity of the integration into electrochemical (miniaturized) devices is very 
high, especially for carbon nanofibers obtained from thermal carbonization. Here, the fibers often 
afterwards need to be shortened and dispersed in a proper solvent prior to drop-casting on an 
electrode support. This sometimes also requires detrimental binders that could hamper later 
sensing abilities. Laser-induced generation of carbon nanomaterials is chosen to be investigated in 
this work due to its potential to overcome those challenges. Further, the high surface-to-volume 
ratio of electrospun 3D nanofiber mats is favorable for electroanalytical detection and additives, 
which introduce different functional properties, can easily be incorporated during electrospinning 
process. However, there are many questions to be answered initially before establishing the as-
fabricated carbon nanofibers for electroanalytical sensing applications. In the following chapters 
the associated studies are presented. 
In chapter 3 the strategy development of carbonization of electrospun polyimide nanofibers by 
CO2-laser irradiation is presented from scratch. This method allows the one-step generation of 
laser-induced carbon nanofibers (LCNFs) at ambient conditions, meaning without the need of 
laborious inflexible steps, vacuum or high temperatures during carbonization compared to CVD 
and thermal carbonization. It is revealed how LCNF morphology is linked to electrochemical 
properties by varying lasing power and fiber mat thickness through different electrospinning 
collecting durations. Furthermore, the role of metal salt content in LCNFs, introduced by doping 
electrospinning solutions, in combination with different laser scribing strategies (continuous vs. 
discontinuous) is discussed. After optimization of metal content and lasing parameters, the 
morphological properties of the material are characterized and kinetic studies are carried out to 
understand electron transfer abilities. Different electrode designs and amount of electrodes in one 
lasing step are tested for fixed lasing conditions to be able to ensure the reliability of preparing 
LCNF electrodes and predict ideal electrochemical features. This chapter ends with a comparison 
of iron-containing LCNFs with commercially available screen-printed gold and carbon electrodes 
with respect to electrochemical behavior (detection potential, peak current). Here, the sensing of 
several analytes is investigated to verify the real application possibilities of the new LCNF 
electrode nanomaterial. 
Based on the findings from chapter 3, LCNFs with nanocatalytic functionalities are explored which 
is presented in chapter 4. Nickel was chosen as metallic ingredient of LCNFs due to the catalytic 
ability towards glucose oxidation which is one of the most important analytes because of the 
continuous increase of diabetes numbers. The morphology of Ni-LCNFs is studied in dependence 
of nickel content and lasing parameters and compared to Fe-LCNFs from previous chapter. In 
detail morphology (hollow vs. solid) of Ni-LCNFs compared to electrospun nanofibers is indicated 
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by SEM and TEM (scanning and transmission electron microscopy). Also, the formation of Ni 
nanoparticles within the carbon matrix is observed from TEM imaging. Energy-dispersive X-ray 
(EDX) measurements, before and after shaking incubation mimicking application at physiological 
conditions, are carried out for Ni-LCNFs vs. electrodeposited nickel on LCNFs and laser-induced 
graphene (LIG) to investigate the mechanical stability of metal nanoparticles. This is done in order 
to examine potential application possibility in vivo where the stability of sensor components, 
especially (toxic) metal, should be ensured. Further, the glucose sensing mechanism and sensing 
characteristics of Ni-LCNFs are investigated. With amperometry the linear range, sensitivity and 
limit of detection are quantified and compared to already existing platforms to demonstrate the 
usability of LCNFs for catalytic analyte detection. Common interferents for glucose detection 
which are present in real samples, ascorbic acid and uric acid, are investigated at their pertinent 
concentrations verifying the catalytic sensitivity introduced by nickel. The studies are performed 
to demonstrate the preparation of carbon nanofibers containing nanocatalytic metal nanoparticles 
by laser-induced carbonization, which could thus be also of relevance for a variety of other 
catalysis-related applications. 
Regarding the last aspect, it was the aim of the research results presented in chapter 5 to enable 
non-enzymatic detection of hydrogen peroxide. H2O2 plays key roles in many metabolic processes 
e.g. it is released locally after wounding. Monitoring the respective levels allows supervising the 
healing process. Among many metals, palladium and iron salts have shown catalytic reduction of 
hydrogen peroxide. Hence, the electrospinnability of palladium-containing polyimide nanofibers 
is investigated and optimized in relation to metal content. The sensitivity of Pd-LCNFs towards 
H2O2 is tried to be improved by electrochemical treatment of electrodes and also chemical 
reduction of metal species by incubation of electrodes with NaBH4. First experiments with 
bimetallic LCNFs, including both iron and palladium salts, explore the change of catalytic 
behavior compared to monometallic counterparts. The chapter ends with proposals how the 
sensitivity of metal-containing LCNFs can be further refined to allow detection of hydrogen 
peroxide at low levels necessary for final wound healing sensor development. 
Chapter 6 concludes the overall results presented in the previous chapters. The key findings but 
also challenges are addressed. Suggestions for solving the latter are made by revealing potential 
next steps and experiments. Additionally, in this chapter an outlook on future perspectives of 
LCNF with respect to different sensing application fields is given. 
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3 A Robust Strategy Enabling Addressable Porous 3D Carbon-Based 
Functional Nanomaterials in Miniaturized Systems 
3.1 Abstract 
3D-porous carbon nanomaterials and their hybrids are ideal materials for energy storage and 
conversion, biomedical research and wearable sensors, yet today’s fabrication methods are too 
complicated and inefficient to implement into miniaturized systems. Instead, it is shown here that 
3D-carbon nanofibrous electrodes of various designs, shapes and sizes, on flexible substrates, 
under ambient conditions and without complicated equipment and procedures can simply be 
“written” via a one-step laser-induced carbonization on electrospun nanofibers. Analytical 
functionalities are realized as full control over native polymer chemistry doping of the polymer 
(e.g. with metals) is provided. Similarly, being able to control mat morphology and its impact on 
the electroanalytical performance was studied. Ultimately, optimized writing conditions were 
harnessed for superior (bio)analytical sensing of important biomarkers (NADH, dopamine). The 
new procedure hence paves the way for future controlled studies on this 3D nanomaterial, for a 
multitude of functionalization and design possibilities and for mass production capabilities 
necessary for their application in the real world. 
 
This chapter has been published and formatted to fit this thesis: 
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Miniaturized Systems. Nanoscale 2019, 11, 3674–3680. 
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3.2 Introduction 
Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) assembled in a 3D network exhibit a remarkably large surface area and 
high porosity with a number of edge sites that are attractive to use as transducers for vapor-gas 
sensing and electrochemical sensors in miniaturized systems. In particular, CNFs can overcome 
diffusion limitation in microfluidic systems that results in high analytical performance and short 
response time. 
 
Figure 3.1: Facile construction of high performance carbon nanofiber electrodes via electrospinning and one-step 
laser-induced carbonization for electrochemical sensors in miniaturized systems. 
 
Electrospinning followed by heat-induced carbonization is popular for CNF generation as it is 
versatile, has a high yield and low cost. Electrospinning can massively produce continuous 
nanofibers by applying an electrostatic force to a polymer solution (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2a) 
and when using a precursor polymer, e.g. polyacrylonitrile, CNFs are typically generated upon 
stabilization and heat-induced carbonization. CNFs have been successfully applied as 
electrochemical transducers enabling high detection sensitivity and an exceptionally wide 
detection range.168 However, the integration of CNFs into devices is currently inefficient and does 
not exploit the full benefits of its 3D-porous structures. For example, electrospun CNFs have to be 
shortened and dispersed in a solvent prior to drop-casting onto electrode supports.135 In some case, 
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non-conductive binders are needed to strengthen adhesion between the CNFs and the electrode 
supports.169 A laborious packing procedure of CNF paste into a tube holder has also been 
proposed.138 Those conventional approaches lead to poor sensing performance and reproducibility 
of CNF-based electrodes and hinder the scale-up and pattern ability of sensor fabrication. 
Laser-induced carbonization, developed by Tour’s group, has proven to be an outstanding 
technique to generate laser-induced graphene-based electrodes (LIGs) on any carbonizable 
substrate with cost-effective, pattern ability and mass-production capability.170 Polyimide (PI) 
sheet is a common substrate successfully used for the construction of 2D-graphene electrodes. 
Recently, 3D-printed laser-induced graphene foams were proposed by using a 3D-printing process 
based on laminated object manufacturing.171 The technique relies on scribing stacked multiple LIG 
layers, where binding agents were applied between the adjacent LIG sheets. This method is 
unfortunately only practical for generating electrodes with larger thickness, i.e. > 100 μm, which 
are of limited use in miniaturized systems. Moreover, an introduction of additional functionalities 
is restricted only to occur after LIG generation. Using electrospun nanofibers as a precursor 
substrate can address these issues. Even though a few previous studies have already demonstrated 
the capability of laser for carbonization of electrospun nanofibers, none have focused on sensor 
applications and one-step lasing induced CNF generation (Figure 3.1).172,173 
As electrospun nanofibers are typically built up as 3D porous structures (μm range in mat 
thickness), exposing them to a laser requires investigation into possibly uneven distribution of the 
laser power in z-direction, i.e. top layer fibers get exposed with the strongest laser power. In 
addition, in densely packed fiber mats penetration with sufficient laser power to the bottom part 
has to be ensured. Furthermore, without a thermal stabilization step thermal damaging is likely to 
occur as the nature of pristine electrospun nanofibers is fluffy and delicate, hindering the 
generation of CNFs with high integrity. Moreover, metal salts, e.g. iron, have been widely 
introduced into the polymer solution either to promote the formation of an ordered carbon 
structure,174 or to generate metal nanocatalysts embedded CNFs during thermal carbonization.135 
Addition of such metal promoters/precursors (or other materials with excellent heat conductivity) 
into the nanofibers can lead to different heat-transfer properties, which consequently affect to the 
lasing process and ultimately the CNF characteristics. However, no previous study has addressed 
these issues so far, especially in light of application towards electrochemical sensors. 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of electrospinning (a). Laser carbonization of electrospun nanofibers (b). A 
photograph of LCNF electrodes (c). SEM images of LCNFs (i and ii) after lasing a 15 min-fiber mat at 1.2 W (d) and 
1.5 W (e) laser power, respectively. SEM images of LCNF (i and ii) after lasing a 30 min-fiber mat at 1.2 W (f) and 
1.5 W (g), respectively. Corresponding current signals are shown in panel (iii). Matrimid® nanofibers here contained 
3 % iron. Scale bars of (i) and (ii) are 20 μm and 10 μm, respectively. 
 
Our present investigations aim to unravel the relationship between nanofiber mat morphology and 
laser-exposing conditions on the laser-induced carbon nanofibers (LCNFs) as well as the resulting 
electroanalytical performance. Here, Matrimid® 5218 is chosen as a polymer precursor because it 
is a solvent soluble PI so that imidization is not necessary, as required when polyamic acid is used. 
The composition of the spinning solution and electrospinning conditions were followed as reported 
by Chung et al.174 The as-spun fiber mat was lased using a CO2-laser in ambient conditions 
(Figure 3.2a+b). It was found out that only flat heat-dissipating substrates such as ITO on PET 
foils promoted reliable pyrolization and nanofiber-mat formation even under unoptimized 
conditions (Figure 3.2c) in contrast to glass, wax paper and aluminum foil (Figure S3.1). The 
superior uniformity could be attributed to the higher mat thickness on ITO than the insulating 
materials (wax paper and glass slide). In the case of aluminum foil as collecting substrate, 
overheating probably affected the formation of a uniform carbon electrode. 
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The electrospinning and the laser scribing process offer a number of variables that may influence 
the overall electroanalytical performance of the LCNFs, e.g. the structure of the nanofiber mat, 
polymer chemistry and the energy input per electrode. Thus, we studied (i) the effect of nanofiber 
mat density, (ii) the effect of iron doping as it leads to better heat dissipation along the polymer 
fibers and (iii) continuous and discontinuous scribing conditions, in which the former process 
allows for cooling of scribed locations. In each scenario, a couple of key conditions were 
investigated to determine process effects on electroanalytical characteristics. 
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3.3 Material and Methods 
3.3.1 Electrospinning of Matrimid® Nanofibers 
The nanofibers were fabricated by electrospinning of a solution containing 15 % (w/v) Matrimid® 
5218 (Huntsman Advanced Materials (Europe) BVBA, Belgium) and iron(III) acetylacetonate 
(≥ 99.9 % trace metals basis, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) dissolved in N,N-dimethylacetamide 
(Merck, Germany). The mixture was stirred at least 18 h prior use. The percentage of iron(III) 
acetylacetonate content, abbreviated as iron or Fe, reported here was relative to the mass of 
polymer. Electrospinning was carried out using 10 μl∙min-1 flow rate, 12 kV applied voltage and 
15 cm tip-to-collector distance (unless stated otherwise). The nanofiber mat was deposited on an 
ITO/PET sheet (a sheet resistivity of 60 Ω∙sq-1, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) with 3.5 cm × 4.5 cm 
collecting area (unless stated otherwise). 
3.3.2 Laser-Induced Carbonization of Electrospun Matrimid® Nanofibers 
A CO2-laser (10.6 μm) with a maximum power of 30 W (VLS 2.30, Universal Laser Systems, 
Polytech Systeme GmbH, Germany) was employed for inducing carbonization process of the as-
spun nanofibers. The lasing process was carried out at a speed of 60 % (maximum speed is 
1,270 mm∙s-1) with an image density of 1,000 DPI for all experiments. 
3.3.3 Morphology Characterization 
A 3D-confocal laser scanning microscope (Olympus LEXT 3D Measuring Laser Microscope 
OLS4000, Germany) was used for imaging the LCNF electrodes and the nanofiber mats in the 
large field of view. The roughness of fiber mats and electrodes was determined by the OLS4000 
software. SEM (Zeiss/LEO 1530, Germany) was used to image LCNFs and pristine fibers. 
3.3.4 Electrochemical and Electrical Characterization 
The cyclic voltammetry runs from -0.6 V to 1.2 V were performed by using a potentiostat 
(CV-50W Voltammetric Analyzer, Bioanalytical Systems, USA) with a three-electrode system 
consisting of LCNF electrode, Pt wire and Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) as a working, a counter and a 
reference electrode, respectively. The scan rate was controlled at 50 mV∙s-1 (unless stated 
otherwise). 1 mM ferri/ferrocyanide (in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, 0.1 M KCl, pH 7.0) was employed 
as a redox marker for determining peak-to-peak separation. Sheet resistances of electrodes were 
determined by four-point probe technique. 
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3.3.5 Chemical Characterization 
Raman spectroscopy (DXR™ 3 Raman microscope, Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH, Germany) 
and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy with attenuated total reflectance (FTIR-ATR, Agilent 
Cary 630 FTIR, USA) were used to monitor the formation of graphitic carbon from Matrimid® 
precursor. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and elemental analysis were used to determine 
the chemical compositions of the materials. 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Effect of Electrospinning Conditions in Combination with Laser Power 
The morphology of the electrospun nanofiber mat with respect to its density can be controlled by 
electrospinning conditions, e.g. through the tip-to-collector distance (TCD) and the collecting 
time. In our preliminary study (Figure S3.2), fiber mat densities derived from varying these 
parameters greatly affected the proper lasing condition and final LCNF morphology. Keeping 
conditions constant, we were able to optimize and then routinely generate highly porous and 
fibrous LCNF electrodes, which are ideal for most electroanalytical applications. Further, SEM 
and electroanalytical studies show that larger pores and wider spacing in LCNFs are generated 
from less dense fiber mats (Figure 3.2d+e) than those from denser fiber mats (Figure 3.2f+g) for 
both lasing powers studied and benefit the electroanalytical behavior. Larger pore sizes lead to 
greater current intensity, which suggests that those electrodes have a larger electroactive surface 
area (ESA). 
Interestingly, at such morphology, the applied laser power significantly affects not only to LCNF 
morphology (Figure 3.2d vs. Figure 3.2e) but also the electron transfer kinetic and the ESA. Here, 
the LCNF electrode from 15 min mat lased at 1.5 W provides a rapid electron transfer kinetic as 
indicated by the identical peak potentials observed at various scan rates (25-150 mV∙s-1) for 
[Fe(CN)6]4-/3- (Figure S3.3a). On the contrary, lasing with 1.2 W results in potential shifts upon 
increasing the scan rate (Figure S3.3b). The ESA of LCNF-1.5 W estimated by Randles-Sevcik 
equation175 was ca. 3 times higher than that of LCNF-1.2 W and 4 times greater than the geometric 
area (Figure S3.3a-ii and b-ii). Our results indicate that optimal fabrication conditions can be 
accurately controlled through the electrospinning and lasing process and that the presence of 
fibrous structures is highly beneficial for electroanalytical applications. 
3.4.2 Role of Iron 
Kim et al. have proven that iron plays a crucial role in the heat-carbonization process of 
electrospun Matrimid® nanofibers.174 We thus investigated the role of iron in LCNF electrode 
generation. The spinning solution containing 5 % iron produces more uniform and smooth fibers 
but their fiber thickness (374 ± 58) nm is comparable to the fibers without iron doping 
(418 ± 131) nm (Fig. 2a-i and a-iv). At the same laser settings, the top layer of fibers without iron 
tend to remain fused together after lasing (Figure 3.3a-ii) while fibers doped with iron exhibit 
fibrous-like structures also on the top (Figure 3.3a-v). Moreover, LCNFs without iron generate 
hollow and distorted fiber structures (Figure 3.3a-iii), whereas LCNF-doped iron provides better 
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fiber integrity (Figure 3.3a-vi). These results suggest that iron plays a significant role in facilitating 
heat transfer along the fibers which consequently maintain fiber integrity. 
The Raman spectra (Figure 3.3b) confirm that Matrimid® nanofibers are converted into graphitic 
carbon as shown by the presence of G, D and 2D band at ca. 1580 cm-1, 1340 cm-1 and 2670 cm-1, 
respectively.176 The ID/IG ratios shown in Figure 3.3b indicate that there is a high number of 
edge/defect sites in all LCNFs irrespective of the presence of iron. Moreover, as shown by the 
I2D/IG ratios, the LCNFs in both cases consist of a multilayer graphene structure. The disappearance 
of peaks attributed to organic groups of Matrimid® nanofibers studied by FTIR-ATR (Figure S3.4) 
also ensures the completed carbonization of nanofibers at 1.5 W laser power.177 Furthermore, from 
elemental analysis (Table S3.1), an increase of carbon from 73.6 % to 89.3 % and a drastic 
reduction of hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen demonstrates the highly efficient conversion of 
Matrimid® precursors into LCNFs. Moreover, the XPS data reveals that an atomic iron content of 
(0.65 ± 15) % was found in LCNFs made of nanofibers containing 5 % iron(III) acetylacetonate. 
This is consistent with the theoretical value (0.75 %). 
 
Figure 3.3: SEM images of fibers in the absence and presence of iron before lasing (i and iv) and after lasing (ii, iii, 
v and vi) with a laser power of 1.5 W (a). The red arrows indicate the integrity of fibers. Comparison of Raman 
spectra of nanofibers and LCNFs in the presence (i) and absence (ii) of iron (b). 
 
The effect of heat dissipation on LCNF formation was further investigated using natural cooling 
during the scribing process in combination with varying the iron content. Minimal heat dissipation 
was achieved by scribing an entire electrode feature at a time prior to scribing the next electrode 
(discontinuous electrode scribing) and using no iron within the Matrimid® polymer dope. 
Maximum heat dissipation was obtained by allowing cooling time between each scribed line on 
an electrode feature as the laser moved across all electrodes in a row prior to returning to scribe 
the next adjacent line (continuous electrode scribing). It was observed that the temperature/cooling 
effect is an important LCNF fabrication design element and can be controlled by doping with iron. 
For example, in the case of discontinuous scribing, low laser power and low iron content (0 % and 
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3 % iron) are required to obtain the desired electrode features (Figure 3.4a). On the contrary, high 
iron content and high laser power are needed when continuous scribing over large lasing areas is 
performed, in particular with dense nanofiber mats (see also Figure S3.5a+b). The electrochemical 
performance, indicated by peak-to-peak separation (ΔEp), correlates directly with these findings 
(Figure 3.4b). Here, optimal scribing conditions (such as continuous scribing at 1.2 W and 1.5 W 
for fibers containing 5 % iron) present the smallest ΔEp and the smallest variation across all 
electrodes scribed, which indicates a highly uniform generation of LCNFs. We can overall 
conclude from the results that laser-induced carbonization necessitates a proper cooling time to 
render greater fiber integrity and that increasing metal-doping of the polymer allows using lower 
laser power or faster scribing speeds. 
 
Figure 3.4: Effect of iron content and lasing technique on electrode fabrication. Dimension, design and lasing 
technique are shown underneath (a). The corresponding electroanalytical performance of LCNF electrodes evaluated 
by cyclic voltammetry using [Fe(CN)6]4-/3- (b). ND = not determined. 
 
Under optimum conditions, CNFs based on laser-induced carbonization exhibit relatively high 
edge-plane site density and defects, which are favorable for inner-sphere redox systems. The 
LCNF electrodes provide rapid electron transfer rates for [Fe(CN)6]4-/3- and dopamine as indicated 
by k0 = (0.043 ± 0.016) cm∙s-1 and (0.015 ± 0.004) cm∙s-1, respectively. The values are greater than 
that obtained from electrospun CNF electrodes based thermal treatment (at 1,200 °C) where k0 
values of 0.0025 and 0.0029 cm∙s-1 were reported for [Fe(CN)6]4-/3- and dopamine, respectively.178 
Furthermore, LCNF electrodes yield a k0 of (0.043 ± 0.018) cm∙s-1 for [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+, an outer-
sphere redox system with kinetics strongly dependent on the density of electronic states. The k0 is 
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an order of magnitude greater than that of thermally created electrospun CNFs treated at 1,000 °C 
and 1,100 °C. In addition to high edge-plane site density and defects introduced by laser-induced 
carbonization, embedded iron should also play a significant role in promoting the rapid electron 
transfer kinetics. Thus, LCNFs demonstrate excellent electroanalytical performance while 
requiring only simple instrumentation for their fabrication. 
As shown in Figure 3.5, the proposed strategy can generate porous 3D-carbon network, which 
cannot be obtained by lasing on a PI sheet. The high porosity enables efficient percolation when 
the LCNF mats are applied as electrodes to miniaturized analytical systems. The average pore size 
of the LCNF mat is ca. (4 ± 1) μm (Figure 3.5c), which is an order of magnitude smaller than that 
of commercially available graphene foam.1 The thickness of LCNF electrode is slightly higher 
than that of the pristine fiber mat (Figure 3.5b+c). The mean diameter of nanofibers is significantly 
larger after treatment, changing from (348 ± 50) nm to (699 ± 206) nm. 
 
Figure 3.5: Side views of a LIG electrode (a), electrospun Matrimid® nanofibers on ITO/PET (b) and LCNF on 
ITO/PET (c). The nanofiber samples contain 5 % iron. 
 
The as-spun 15 % (w/v) Matrimid® nanofibers with varied iron content from 0 % to 10 % did not 
show significant differences in their diameters. The possible influence of the fiber diameter on 
carbonization conditions to generate LCNFs could therefore not be investigated, but will be part 
of a subsequent study. 
The LCNF electrodes possess a mechanical stability that is similar to LIG electrodes, which is 
sufficient for general electroanalytical experiments and integration into miniaturized systems. 
Also, since rinsing and blowing LCNF electrodes with water and N2 stream, respectively, do not 
affect their morphology and property, further post-(bio)modification is easily feasible. 
3.4.3 Effect of Laser Input on Characteristics of LCNF Electrodes 
The effect of these findings on design constraints for electrode fabrication was investigated by 
scribing various electrode numbers (N) in a row. The electrode patterns consisted of 1, 4, 16 and 
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32, termed as N1, N4, N16 and N32, respectively, (Figure 3.6a) (the setup is illustrated in 
Figure S3.5b). 
 
Figure 3.6: Effect of laser input on LCNF properties. Electrode designs for testing the hypothesis (a). The relationship 
between electrode number (N) in a row on laser input (ttotal/tN(i)) per electrode (b). The inset SEM images display 
LCNF morphologies when lased the fibers with the electrode design shown in (a). The correlation of the 
electroanalytical and electrical properties of the LCNF with N (c). Electrochemical characterization of LCNFs lased 
at various N with different electrode width while maintaining (ttotal/tN(i)) at 15 per electrode. Shown are the normalized 
actual cyclic voltammograms, the inset provides the calculated peak-to-peak separation (d). 
 
The ratio of time required for completing the process for a specific electrode pattern (ttotal) to the 
travelling time of the laser spent on each electrode (tN(i)) is evaluated for various N (Figure 3.6b). 
ttotal is relative to the distance of the overall design, for example, for the electrode dimension of 
3 mm × 14 mm, scribed with 762 mm∙s-1 laser speed and 1,000 DPI, tN1 and tN32 are estimated to 
be 2.17 s and 69.44 s, respectively. It can be seen that a large difference in LCNF morphology 
occurs with a small N (below 10) while the variation is reduced with a higher N. It correlates to 
large differences in the ttotal/tN(i) ratio. Interestingly, the laser input governed properties of 
morphology (Figure 3.6b (inset, i to iv)), electrochemical and electrical characteristics 
(Figure 3.6c) in which at a ttotal/tN(i) ratio of 15 is optimal. We thus created N2, N4 and N8 designs 
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(Figure S3.6) and scribed them under these optimal conditions, resulting in electrodes with highly 
comparable electroanalytical characteristics, as predicted, in which the same ΔEp and current 
magnitude are obtained (Figure 3.6d). We, therefore, propose that highly reliable LCNFs can be 
fabricated under these given conditions allowing for their large-scale production. 
3.4.4 Applications of LCNFs as High Performance Electrodes for Electrochemical 
Sensors 
The optimized LCNFs were investigated for their use in bioanalysis by studying their detection 
capabilities of three highly relevant (bio)analytes, i.e. β-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
(NADH), hydrazine and dopamine (Figure 3.7). LCNFs were compared to screen-printed carbon 
(SPCE) and gold (SPGE) electrodes that are ubiquitously used in medical diagnostics. The LCNF 
electrode facilitates electrooxidation of NADH at a very low overpotential of only 170 mV in 
comparison to the SPCE and SPGE (550 mV and 800 mV, respectively), suggesting that the 
LCNFs possess an inherent catalytic effect towards NADH (Figure 3.7a). It is also remarkably 
lower than that of using electrospun palladium nanoparticles-loaded CNFs modified carbon paste 
electrode, with an oxidation potential at 500 mV.135 We propose that this observed electrocatalytic 
effect can be in fact attributed to two features; (i) multiple edge sites in LCNFs where oxygen-
containing groups are present,179–181 and (ii) iron oxide formed in the LCNF,119 which functions as 
nanocatalyst.182,183 
 
Figure 3.7: Electroanalytical performance of LCNF electrodes towards some model biomarkers compared with SPCE 
and SPGE electrodes for NADH (a), hydrazine (b) and dopamine (c). The analytes were prepared with 1 mM 
concentration in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0). 
 
In the case of hydrazine (Figure 3.7b) the LCNF electrode exhibits an outstanding electrochemical 
behavior when compared to SPCE and SPGE. A well-defined oxidation peak of hydrazine can be 
observed only at LCNF electrode. The electrocatalytic oxidation is likely due to the embedded iron 
oxide in LCNF as previously demonstrated for iron oxide-carbon composite electrodes where the 
oxidation of hydrazine also occurred at 700 mV.184 Supporting this hypothesis is the study by Jones 
et al.185 They showed that multiwalled carbon nanotubes without metallic impurities do not exhibit 
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an electrochemical signal for hydrazine due to their sluggish heterogeneous charge-transfer 
kinetics. 
Lastly, the LCNF electrode, SPCE and SPGE show similar oxidation and reduction potentials for 
dopamine detection (Figure 3.7c). However, the LCNF electrode yields a greater current intensity 
in comparison to the response of SPCE, which is likely due to a larger active electrode surface 
area (ESA). The ESA estimated from Randles-Sevcik equation (Table S3.2) shows that the ESA 
of the LCNF is about double that for the SPCE, which correlates to the about 2 times larger peak 
area obtained from dopamine analysis at LCNF. 
In electroanalysis, electrode surfaces are frequently pretreated electrochemically, chemically or 
via plasma in order to improve their reactivity or render them more hydrophilic. We investigated 
UV/ozone treatment and found that exposure by 1 min rendered LCNFs to be electrochemically 
stable (Figure S3.7a), with better electron transfer capabilities (Table S3.2), are significantly more 
hydrophilic (Figure S3.7b-i+ii) and showed much better detection ability towards dopamine 
(∼2 times higher peak current and a lower peak potential (Figure S3.7c and Table S3.2). The latter 
may be attributed to the introduction of oxygen-containing groups upon UV/ozone treatment,186,187 
promoting the adsorption of dopamine on LCNFs.188 Other activation strategies, e.g. 
electrochemical pretreatment,188 and plasma treatment,189 will be studied in the future for other 
types of analytes. 
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3.5 Conclusion 
In summary, we demonstrate feasibility of combining facile electrospinning and one-step laser 
irradiation to enable the in situ fabrication of carbon nanofibrous electrodes in ambient 
environments. The fabrication process lends itself towards scale-up, facile electrode patterning and 
is a low-cost procedure. Furthermore, it can be applied to low heat resistant substrates as thermal 
treatment using high temperature is not required. Controlling LCNF morphology and 
electrochemical activities can be obtained through manipulating electrospinning conditions, 
nanofiber composition, laser settings and electrode designs. The important effect of mat 
morphology on electrochemical behavior has been elucidated in this study. The study is very useful 
for developing carbon nanofibers-metal catalyst hybrids for use in non-enzymatic electrochemical 
sensors and energy storage. Taking it a step further, LCNFs can be modified in a simple process 
by adding molecules/particles either into the spinning solution or modifying the polymer chain. 
This will hence introduce new favorable functionalities into laser-carbonized nanofibers, 
advancing their applications into complex (bio)analytical, medical and energy storage fields. 
Furthermore, LCNFs prepared here represent a breathable substrate (in contrast to most electrodes 
being generated on solid support materials), which makes them desirable for all applications in 
which air flow is important such as air filtration, wound healing and face masks. 
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3.6 Supporting Information 
Choice of Substrate 
 
Figure S3.1: Preliminary investigation on finding out the proper substrate for collecting nanofibers. The photographs 
show the LCNF electrodes derived from Matrimid® nanofiber mat electrospun on ITO/PET sheet (a), aluminum foil 
(b), glass slide (c) and wax paper (d). 
 
In comparison to the other substrates (Figure S3.1) such as glass slide, wax paper and aluminum 
foil, ITO yields the best electrode feature for unoptimized lasing conditions. 
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Effect of Fiber Mat Density 
 
Figure S3.2: Effect of fiber mat density spun at various settings (area-time-TCD) on macroscopic morphologies of 
LCNF electrode at various laser powers (a). Quantification of the roughness of LCNFs (b). Effect of the 
electrospinning time on the microscopic fiber morphology (TCD = 10 cm). The red arrow indicates the obtained fiber 
structures after laser-induced carbonization (c). 
 
The morphology of the electrospun nanofiber mat with respect to its density can be controlled by 
the tip-to-collector distance (TCD) and collecting time. While sparse fiber mats feature larger pore 
sizes when compared to dense fiber mats, we found that too thin and sparse fiber mats derived 
from collecting fibers on a large collecting area (22.5 cm2) and long TCD (15 cm) result in 
distorted and flaky electrodes as depicted in Figure S3.2a (lower panel). The electrode roughness 
increases with increasing laser power as determined by 3D-confocal laser microscopy 
(Figure S3.2b). In contrast, the roughness of the electrode derived from dense fiber mats (using 
10 cm TCD, 30 min, 22.5 cm2) does not change significantly with varying laser power conditions 
and in fact is comparable to the density of non-scribed fibers. When fiber mats are spun too dense 
(30 min collecting time) SEM images reveal either a sheet-like structure or an irregular structure 
upon treatment with laser powers of 0.9 W and 1.5 W, respectively (Figure S3.2c-upper panel). 
Reducing the density (15 min collecting time) fibrous structures are retained (Figure S3.2c-lower 
panel). Hence, final electrode morphologies are easily tunable simply by controlling the 
electrospinning process, i.e. TCD, applied voltage, collecting area, feeding rate, etc. 
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ESA for Different Lasing Powers 
 
Figure S3.3: Panel (i): cyclic voltammograms at various scan rates for LCNF electrodes lased at 1.5 W (a), 1.2 W (b) 
and screen-printed carbon electrode (SPCE) (c) ran in 1 mM ferri/ferrocyanide (in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, 
0.1 M KCl). Panel (ii): Randles-Sevcik plots for the corresponding voltammograms in panel (i). The diameter of the 
electrodes was 3 mm2. The nanofibers contained 3 % iron. 
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FTIR Spectra for LCNF 
 
Figure S3.4: FTIR-ATR spectra of LCNF electrodes. LCNF + Matrimid® NFs-ITO/PET was prepared from applying 
the laser out of focus (-2 mm) 30 times. 
Elemental Analysis of Matrimid® Nanofibers vs. LCNFs 
Table S3.1: Chemical compositions of Matrimid® nanofibers and LCNFs containing 5 % iron determined by elemental 
analysis (unless stated otherwise). 
Sample 
% 
C H N O Fe 
Matrimid® nanofibers 
LCNFs 
% Change from initial content 
73.6 ± 0.4 
89.3 ± 0.7 
↑ 21 
4.6 ± 0.1 
0.9 ± 0.1 
↓ 80 
4.9 ± 0.1 
0.7 ± 0.1 
↓ 85 
16.1 ± 0.5 
8.8. ± 0.6 
↓ 45 
0.75* 
0.65 ± 0.15** 
- 
* calculated theoretical value; ** evaluated from three different LCNF electrodes by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) 
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Variation of Lasing Power and Number of Electrodes per Row 
 
Figure S3.5: Effect of laser power on LCNF fabrication (15 min-fiber mat) (a). Setup for lasing a nanofiber mat with 
high number of electrodes in a row (30 min-fiber mat). The photographs (inset) show the LCNF electrodes after 
scribing on the front and back side (b). Matrimid® nanofibers in (a) and (b) contain 3 % and 5 % iron, respectively. 
LCNF Electrodes of Different Width 
 
Figure S3.6: The ttotal/tN(i) of 15 per electrode was applied to the designs that consist of various electrode numbers and 
widths while maintaining ttotal. tN(i) for N2, N4 and N8 is ca. 1.08 s, 2.17 s and 4.34 s, respectively. 
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Comparison Electrochemical Performance of LCNF vs. SPCE 
Table S3.2: Evaluation of cyclic voltammograms for 1 mM dopamine using various carbon-based electrodes (LCNF 
contained 5 % iron). 
Compared parameter SPCE LCNF LCNF-UV/ozone 
ESA / cm² (estimated from 1 mM ferrocyanide) 
Epa / mV 
Epc / mV 
ΔEp / mV 
Ipa / µA 
Ipc / µA 
Ahanodic / A∙V 

























Wettability and Cyclic Voltammetry of UV/Ozone Treated LCNFs 
 
Figure S3.7: Three cycles of cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM ferri/ferrocyanide from LCNF electrode treated with 
1 min UV/ozone. The LCNF electrode was prepared from 5 % iron nanofibers and lased at 1.5 W laser power with a 
speed of 762 mm∙s-1 (a). Contact angles of (i) LCNF electrode and (ii) UV/ozone-treated LCNF electrode (b). Cyclic 
voltammogram of 1 mM dopamine using UV/ozone-treated LCNF electrode (c). 
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4 Printable 3D Carbon Nanofiber Networks with Embedded Metal 
Nanocatalysts 
4.1 Abstract 
Carbon nanofiber (CNF) nanocatalyst hybrids hold great promise in fields such as energy storage, 
synthetic chemistry and sensors. Current strategies to generate such hybrids are laborious and 
utterly incompatible with miniaturization and large-scale production. Instead, this work 
demonstrates that Ni nanoparticles embedded in three-dimensional (3D) CNFs of any shape and 
design can be easily prepared using electrospinning, followed by laser carbonization under 
ambient conditions. Specifically, a solution of nickel acetylacetonate/polyimide is electrospun and 
subsequently a design is printed via CO2-laser (Ni-laser-induced carbon nanofibers (LCNFs)). This 
creates uniformly distributed small Ni nanoparticles (~8 nm) very tightly adhered to the CNF 
network. Morphological and performance characteristics can be directly influenced by metal 
content and lasing power and hence adapted for the desired application. Here, Ni-LCNFs are 
optimized for non-enzymatic electrochemical sensing of glucose with great sensitivity of 
2,092 μA∙mM-1∙cm-2 and a detection limit down to 0.3 μM. Its selectivity for glucose vs. interfering 
species (ascorbic and uric acid) is essentially governed by the Ni content. Most importantly, this 
strategy can be adapted to a whole range of metal precursors and hence provide opportunities for 
such 3D CNF-nanocatalyst hybrids in point-of-care applications where high-performance but also 
sustainable and low-cost fabrications are of utmost importance. 
 
This chapter has been published and formatted to fit this thesis: 
Simsek, M.; Hoecherl, K.; Schlosser, M.; Baeumner, A. J.; Wongkaew, N. Printable 3D Carbon 




The author and Dr. Nongnoot Wongkaew conceived the studies and wrote the manuscript. Prof. 
Dr. Antje J. Baeumner led the project administration and promoted manuscript preparation. The 
author performed the experiments. Dr. Marc Schlosser carried out EDX measurements. Kilian 
Hoecherl supported experiment implementation and validation. 
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4.2 Introduction 
Carbon nanofiber (CNF)-metal nanocatalyst hybrids hold great promise in developing 
electrochemical devices for energy storage and conversion, e.g. batteries and supercapacitors, 
water splitting190 and sensors.191 Utilizing CNFs as support generally offers favorable features in 
promoting efficient electrocatalytic reactions.192 In particular, three-dimensional (3D) architecture 
of CNF networks affords high surface area and porosity that significantly boost the internal mass 
transfer, thus facilitating efficient interactions between catalytic sites and electrolytes. Their good 
electrical conductivity, low material cost, chemical inertness and high stability under harsh 
conditions are additional advantages that make CNFs widely used as a support of metal 
nanocatalyst. 
To generate metal-nanocatalyst-loaded CNFs, various strategies have been proposed, e.g. 
electrodeposition,193 chemical anchoring by functional groups,194 chemical vapor deposition195 or 
microwave-assisted synthesis.196 Chemical or electrochemical reduction of metal precursors on 
CNFs are among the most popular methods. Even though great electrocatalytic performance of the 
resulting hybrids is achievable, those techniques are considerably tedious and have poor 
reproducibility, thus hampering their applicability in large-scale manufacturing. The oxidation of 
CNFs prior to metal reduction is often needed to ensure sufficient hydrophilicity for efficient 
anchoring catalyst particles.192 Such treatment may, however, introduce an adverse effect in terms 
of electrical conductivity. Besides, the reduction of metal precursors onto porous CNFs may suffer 
from the poor adhesion strength owing to high roughness and heterogeneity of the oxygenate 
groups at CNF’s edge sites. Thus, the reduced metal nanocatalyst obtained via these approaches 
may not be a suitable candidate for long-term uses or under mechanical forces such as stirred/flow 
conditions. 
Electrospinning has currently gained tremendous attention in producing CNFs, as it is highly 
compatible with industrial-scale production and cost-effective.133 To produce CNFs, a solution of 
polymer precursor, e.g. polyacrylonitrile (PAN), is electrospun and subjected to a two-step heat 
treatment, i.e. stabilization and carbonization. The technique enables facile and efficient 
incorporation of metal precursor/s through just blending them with a solution of polymer where 
the applied electric field could potentially promote uniform distribution of the metal salts along 
the as-spun fibers. Upon two-step thermal treatment, the formation of CNFs and metal 
nanoparticles can be readily obtained. As shown in several studies,135,180,197–201 highly uniform 
distribution and firm embedding of metal nanocatalysts within CNFs can be realized via this 
strategy, which undoubtedly leads to remarkable electrocatalytic performance as well as great 
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durability of the as-prepared hybrids that are successfully employed in various applications. 
Growing demand for portable electrochemical devices in energy storage and conversion,202,203 
point-of-care diagnostics204 and wearable sensors205 has nowadays driven research efforts towards 
miniaturization and integration of functional nanomaterials. To meet this end, transfer-free, fully 
printed, customized electrode designs and roll-to-roll production feasibility are highly preferred. 
Metal-nanocatalyst-loaded CNFs prepared via conventional heat treatment still cannot fulfill these 
preferences, as they inevitably require laborious transfer and complicated integration approaches 
after their production.136,200,201 Difficulty in maintaining 3D structures of the CNF networks 
remains an additional issue after device integration. 
In contrast, laser-induced carbonization has become a promising technology to tackle those 
challenges. Various kinds and forms of substrates,205 including electrospun nanofibers recently 
developed by our group,140 have been laser-scribed into electrodes and their performances 
investigated both in energy-related fields and sensors. A study shown by Tour’s group has revealed 
the possibility of CO2-laser in converting polyimide (PI) film containing metal precursor into metal 
oxide nanocrystals embedded in graphene.119 The hybrids exhibited excellent electrocatalytic 
activity and high cycling stability in converting O2 to OH-. 
 
Figure 4.1: A simple approach of generating patternable 3D hybrids of laser-induced carbon nanofibers with 
embedded metal nanocatalyst. 
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This work presents 3D CNF networks embedded with metal nanocatalysts realized by one-step 
laser carbonization of electrospun PI nanofibers containing metal precursors (Figure 4.1). Here, 
solvent-soluble PI and a metal complex, nickel acetylacetonate (Ni(acac)2) as an example, were 
blended and electrospun on an indium tin oxide (ITO) coated plastic sheet. The as-spun nanofibers 
were subsequently exposed to a CO2-laser following the desired pattern of electrode design, termed 
as Ni-laser-induced carbon nanofibers (LCNFs). Ni content and lasing power were investigated to 
maximize the degree of metal loading while maintaining electrospinnability as well as intact 
fibrous morphology. The strategy not only enabled remarkable adhesion stability between Ni 
nanocatalysts and LCNFs but also provided the Ni-LCNF electrodes with excellent electrocatalytic 
activity towards non-enzymatic glucose sensing with minimum interfering effect from uric acid 
(UA) and ascorbic acid (AA). 
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4.3 Materials and Methods 
4.3.1 Preparation of LCNF 
Nanofiber mats were prepared by electrospinning of a solution containing 15 % (w/v) Matrimid® 
5218 (Huntsman Advanced Materials BVBA, Belgium) and nickel(II) acetylacetonate (95 %, 
Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) or iron(III) acetylacetonate (≥ 99.9 % trace metals basis, Sigma-
Aldrich, Germany) dissolved in N,N-dimethylacetamide (Merck, Germany). The metal salt 
percentages reported here are relative to the dry mass of the polymer. It is abbreviated Ni(acac)2 
or Ni (or Fe) in the other sections. Spinning solutions were ultrasonicated for 30 min and stirred 
at least overnight before spinning. The electrospinning was conducted for 15 min per fiber mat at 
a 10 μl∙min-1 flow rate with a 15 cm tip-to-collector distance. The applied voltage was adjusted in 
the range of 12-14 kV depending on the ambient temperature and humidity conditions. Indium tin 
oxide coated poly(ethylene terephthalate) (ITO/PET, sheet resistivity 60 Ω∙sq-1, 1 ft × 1 ft × 5 mil, 
Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) that has been cut into 5 cm × 5 cm was used for nanofiber deposition. 
The as-cut ITO/PET piece was placed in the middle of a metal collector dish. An electrical 
connection between the ITO surface and the underneath metal collector was performed by taping 
two aluminum foil stripes at the rims of the ITO substrate at the opposite sides. This resulted in a 
final 4 cm × 5 cm collecting area. After electrospinning, conductive electrodes with the desired 
patterns of carbon nanofibers were generated by a CO2-laser (10.6 μm, VLS 2.30, Universal Laser 
Systems, Polytech Systeme GmbH, Germany). The lasing speed was optimized in earlier studies 
to 60 % (of 1,270 mm∙s-1) and the image density was 1,000 DPI. The applied laser power 
(maximum power of 30 W) was set to 1.5 W if not mentioned otherwise. 
4.3.2 Morphology Characterization 
The morphology of nanofibers before and after carbonization was studied by scanning electron 
microscopy (Zeiss/LEO 1530, Germany) at 5.0 kV. The samples have been cut with a scissor and 
gold-sputtered for 30 s (~7 nm layer thickness) after placing them on specimen stubs. Scanning 
electron microscopy-energy-dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX) (Zeiss EVO MA 15 with Bruker 
XFlash Detector 630M) at 15 kV was applied to demonstrate the elemental composition and 
distribution along samples. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the LCNF structure of 
one electrode was scratched off and dispersed in 100 μl of water by ultrasonication for 30 s. Two 
microliters were dropped on a TEM grid (carbon film on 400 squares copper grid mesh) placed on 
a heating plate at 80 °C to enable fast evaporation. Microscopic imaging was performed with a 
JEOL 2100F with a 4k × 4k camera (UltraScan 4000; Gatan Inc.) at 200 kV. 
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4.3.3 Electrochemical Characterization 
A CV-50W voltammetric analyzer (Bioanalytical Systems, USA) with a three-electrode system 
consisting of LCNF as the working electrode, Pt wire as the counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl 
reference electrode was utilized for all electrochemical measurements. The working area of the 
LCNF immersed into a measuring solution was defined as 2.8 mm × 3 mm and separated from the 
contacting part using candle wax. Cyclic voltammetry was performed from -0.6 to 1.2 V 
(50 mV∙s-1, unless stated otherwise) and amperometry was run at 0.55 V fixed potential. Glucose 
detection took place in 0.5 M NaOH under gentle stirring (ca. 100 rpm). 
4.3.4 Mechanical Stability Test 
Electrodeposition on laser-induced graphene (LIG) and Fe-LCNFs was performed at -1.0 V for 
60 s in an aqueous solution of 0.1 M NaNO3 and 0.04 M Ni(NO3)2. One half of the samples was 
put into a Petri dish, filled with already tempered 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7) and incubated 
at 37 °C for 5 h while shaking (50 rpm) to simulate the application in biological media (VWR 
Incubating Orbital Shaker, Professional 3500). The other half was kept without incubation as a 
reference for Ni content. 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Effect of Nickel Content on LCNF Morphology 
 
Figure 4.2: SEM images of the electrospun PI nanofibers (a) and LCNF after carbonization for different Ni salt 
contents (b). EDX elemental mapping showing the distribution of nickel molecules for LCNF (c). EDX was 
recorded with different samples compared to (b). 
 
Introducing metal salt into spinning solutions leads to changes in the ionic conductivity, typically 
influencing electrospinnability and fiber morphology.206 Moreover, nanofibers containing metal 
salt greatly affect optimal lasing conditions.140 Therefore, the influence of Ni content in the 
spinning solution on the morphology of nanofibers (Figure 4.2a) and laser-carbonized nanofibers 
(Figure 4.2b) was investigated by SEM. Increasing nickel salt from 5 to 25 % did not show any 
profound effects on nanofiber mats and fiber diameter (Figure 4.2a). However, the LCNF 
electrodes after scribing with the same laser settings (1.5 W, 60 % lasing speed) provided 
differences in morphology (Figure 4.2b). The LCNFs with 25 % Ni showed rather intact 
homogeneous fibrous structures for most of the lasing area, while the majority of 5 and 15 % 
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Ni-LCNFs yielded flat/ribbon-like LCNFs with broader diameters compared with that of 25 % Ni, 
as can also be seen in Figure S4.1. Here, the diameters of 25 % LCNFs were evaluated and 
compared with those of 15 % LCNFs. The expansion of the LCNF diameters compared to those 
of the pristine electrospun nanofibers was approximately 20 and 160 % for 25 % Ni-LCNFs and 
15 % Ni-LCNFs, respectively. This might be explained by the fact that increasing the metal content 
promotes greater heat distribution along the nanofibers during the lasing process, thus resulting in 
the preserved structure similar to the non-scribed nanofibers. We also observed the same heat-
transfer behavior for LCNFs with varying Fe content in our previous work,140 in which an increase 
in the Fe content from 3 up to 7 % led to greater fibrous structures and distortion at 10 % Fe. The 
LCNFs containing 5 % Fe shared similarity in their morphology as obtained from 15 % Ni-LCNF 
(Figure S4.2). This suggested that metal salts possess different heat-transfer capabilities that need 
to be taken into consideration in the lasing process. 
 
Figure 4.3: (i) SEM image of LCNF showing the selected field for EDX analysis (a). The lines enclose the carbonized 
part. Elemental mapping of nickel (b), carbon (c) and oxygen (d) demonstrating changes in non-scribed and scribed 
regions. Scale bars are 100 μm. (ii) TEM images of Ni-LCNF at different magnifications. The lattice fringe spacing 
value of 0.34 nm was determined by TEM software. (iii) SEM images of electrospun solid Matrimid® nanofibers (a, b) 
and hollow LCNFs (c, d). All nanofibers displayed in this figure contained 25 % Ni. 
 
The uniform distribution of nanocatalysts on the electrodes is favorable to enhance electrocatalytic 
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performance. Here, the energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) mappings have proven that the nickel 
molecules are distributed evenly over the whole LCNF electrodes at all tested Ni concentrations 
(Figure 4.2c). It is likely that during the electrospinning process, Ni salt could be greatly 
distributed along the electrospun nanofibers, even at 25 % Ni content. Attempts to increase the Ni 
content higher than 25 % resulted in poor electrospinnability and beaded fibers that subsequently 
hindered the uniform carbonization of those nanofiber mats (Figure S4.3). 
To demonstrate the changes in elemental components of scribed and non-scribed nanofibers, EDX 
characterization was performed. As illustrated in Figure 4.3i-b, high density of Ni was observed 
for both scribed and non-scribed areas. This could be anticipated because Ni should not be 
destroyed by CO2-laser but transformed into different Ni species. On the other hand, the laser-
scribed area displayed higher carbon content (Figure 4.3i-c) and lower oxygen content 
(Figure 4.3i-d) than the non-scribed areas, indicating the successful conversion of electrospun PI 
fibers into CNFs. The data is well consistent with the elemental analysis carried out for Fe-LCNF 
in our previous study.140 
Apart from EDX mapping, Ni particles embedded within LCNFs and their distribution was 
characterized by TEM. As can be seen in Figure 4.3ii, the particles are distributed evenly along 
the LCNFs. The Ni particles obtained by the lasing process had a mean diameter of (7.9 ± 1.2) nm, 
which is considerably smaller than that of the particles obtained from thermal carbonization, as 
shown by Liu et al.136 where approximately 50 nm Ni particles have been reported. The smaller 
Ni particles could lead to greater electrochemical sensitivity due to the higher surface area-to-
volume ratio. The TEM images shown in Figure 4.3ii-a+b and Figure S4.4 also suggested that 
favorable distribution of the laser-generated Ni nanoparticles within LCNFs could be achieved 
from the proposed method. However, it should be noted that under suboptimal spinning conditions, 
electrospun PI nanofibers containing large agglomerated metal salts can be obtained. These 
typically result in LCNFs with defects and poor quality due to non-uniform heat dissipation during 
laser exposure. The lattice distance of 0.34 nm between the carbon layers shown in Figure 4.3ii-d 
confirmed the formation of graphitic structure in LCNF. The high-resolution TEM image 
(Figure 4.3ii-c) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra (data not shown) suggested that the obtained 
Ni particles were present in the amorphous form. 
Interestingly, further morphological characterizations of 25 % Ni-LCNFs with high-magnification 
SEM indicated that the laser carbonization process transformed the electrospun solid nanofibers 
containing 25 % Ni (Figure 4.3iii-a+b) into hollow-like structure (Figure 4.3iii-c+d) where TEM 
images shown in Figure S4.4 may also support this hypothesis. Even though the SEM and TEM 
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images indicated hollow-like structures of Ni-LCNFs at first glance, a thorough investigation via 
electron tomography207 needs to be performed to elucidate whether the hollow structure is obtained 
in the full length or at least to a great extent of LCNFs. This would be of interest for further in-
depth study, especially to reveal possible mechanisms and factors that enable hollow-like structure 
fiber, which is typically achieved by sophisticated methods such as core-shell electrospinning.208 
This hollow structure is highly beneficial for developing ultrasensitive sensors, especially for gas 
sensing, where interactions between analytes and nanocatalysts could take place at the surfaces of 
the outer and inner walls.209 High-magnification SEM images in Figure 4.3iii-c+d and Figure S4.1 
revealed that LCNF walls are nonporous to a large extent. The interconnected pore size of LCNFs 
estimated from SEM images was (4 ± 3) μm and predominated within the 3D fibrous network. 
Such pore networks facilitate the accessibility of electroactive species towards the interface. 
4.4.2 Influence of Lasing Power on LCNF Morphology 
The laser power plays a significant role in the carbonization process especially with nanofibers 
embedded with metal salt at various concentrations. Figure 4.4 reveals the impact of the laser 
power on the overall morphology of 25 % Ni-LCNF electrodes after carbonization. The LCNF 
electrodes scribed at 1.5 W displayed a fully scribed electrode feature and favorable fibrous 
structures with high porosity as shown in the top and side views of the respective SEM images. 
The laser power at 0.9 W was insufficient to completely carbonize the whole electrode area, while 
that at 1.8 W resulted in electrode burning. As illustrated in the SEM images, the remaining pristine 
electrospun nanofibers and sheet-like structure were obtained in case of insufficient- and over-
carbonized electrodes, respectively. The dependence of lasing power on various Ni concentrations 
was also investigated (Figure S4.3). As expected, the higher Ni content required lower lasing 
power to obtain the desired features of LCNF electrodes and vice versa. 
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Figure 4.4: Microscopic images of LCNF electrodes containing 25 % Ni after scribing with 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8 W 
laser power (a). Corresponding SEM images of the top view (b) and side view (c). The scale bars are 10 μm. The red 
circle (at 0.9 W) indicates an area where fibers were incompletely carbonized. 
4.4.3 Mechanical Stability of Embedded Metal Nanocatalysts 
In electroanalytical applications, the mechanical stability of the embedded nanocatalysts is of great 
importance as the transducers may encounter stirring conditions or solution flows to promote mass 
transport. This could subsequently cause the detachment of nanocatalysts from the LCNFs. 
Therefore, the mechanical stability of the Ni nanoparticles in the LCNFs was assessed by 
determining the change of Ni content after incubation in PB solution under shaking at 50 rpm for 
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5 h. The EDX data (Figure S4.5) and Table 4.1 reveal the high stability of Ni particles in LCNFs, 
which is greater than that of the electrodeposited Ni particles (eNi) on the laser-induced graphene 
(LIG; Kapton foil) and Fe-LCNFs. Here, Ni particles remained stable in the LCNF matrix after 
washing, whereas almost 100 % of electrodeposited Ni on LIG and Fe-LCNFs were detached from 
the electrode surfaces. The strong binding of Ni particles inside LCNFs could result from an 
efficient dispersion of Ni salt during electrospinning and great adhering capability of the Ni 
complex with PI matrix. In addition, the electrochemical measurement under the stirring condition 
as typically conducted in this work did not lead to any dramatic change in the overall morphology 
of Ni-LCNFs (Figure S4.6). Therefore, the strategy is highly suitable to generate CNF-
nanocatalyst hybrids for electroanalytical applications, particularly when promoting mass 
transport through convection is required. 
 
Table 4.1: Nickel content before and after shaking incubation for different electrodes determined by EDX. 
Electrode Ni content before Ni content after 
LIG w/ eNi 
Fe-LCNF w/ eNi 
Ni-LCNF 
(39.61 ± 1.21) % 
(40.22 ± 1.19) % 
(6.43 ± 0.76) % 
(0.83 ± 0.19) % 
(0.67 ± 0.14) % 
(6.85 ± 0.80) % 
4.4.4 Electrochemical Glucose Sensing 
LCNF carrying Ni particles can be exploited in a wide application range. These include electrode 
material for fuel cells210 or solar cells,211 supercapacitors for energy storage212 and organic 
catalysis.213 Here, we demonstrate their capability in non-enzymatic sensing of glucose based on 
electrochemical detection. The electrocatalytic oxidation of glucose by Ni in the alkaline medium 
has been well-established with NaOH being the preferred electrolyte.214 Figure S4.7 demonstrates 
the CV studies of the electrocatalytic mechanism by the as-prepared Ni-LCNFs in NaOH. In the 
absence of glucose (Figure S4.7a-i+iii), the anodic and cathodic peaks at ca. 500 and 300 mV, 
respectively, were present, indicating the formation of a redox couple, Ni(OH)2/NiO(OH), which 
typically occurs with Ni-based electrodes in an alkaline medium.214 This led to the assumption that 
the laser exposure may induce the formation of NiO rather than the other oxide species, e.g. NiO2 
and Ni3O4. The change in one electron process (Ni2+/Ni3+) in the electrocatalytic reaction as 
described in Figure S4.7 may also support the formation of NiO, which differs from NiO2 and 
Ni3O4 where the changes in electron are 2 and 0.67, respectively. Apart from this evidence, the 
additional peak couples at 660 and 620 mV of Ni-LCNFs in ferri/ferrocyanide solution shown in 
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Figure S4.8 also postulated the formation of NiO during laser exposure, as Ni2+ generally 
participated in the generation of nickel hexacyanoferrate (NiHCF) complex (Ni2+ + K3Fe(CN)6 → 
KNiFe(CN)6 + 2 K+).215 A further detailed discussion with respect to the formation of NiHCF can 
be found in the Supporting Information (Figure S4.8). Treating the electrode with 40 CV cycles 
resulted in the increased peak currents until they became saturated. This suggests that upon 
electrochemical treatment, the hydrophilicity of Ni-LCNF electrodes increased, enabling the 
accessibility of analytes inside the porous structure. The presence of glucose resulted in the 
increased oxidative peak and anodic shift towards 550 mV, attributed to the electrocatalytic 
oxidation of glucose to gluconolactone by NiO(OH) (Figure S4.7a-ii). The generated anodic peaks 
were proportional to the concentrations of glucose (Figure S4.7b). The linearity between the peak 
currents and square root of scan rates revealed that the diffusion-based reaction of NaOH and 
glucose occurred at the Ni-LCNFs. These results are consistent with those reported in the 
literature,216–218 suggesting that the expected electrocatalytic behavior can be realized from the 
laser-generated Ni hybrid. The sensing mechanism is detailed in the Supporting Information 
(Figure S4.7). 
The effects of Ni content in the electrospun PI nanofibers on the electrochemical performance of 
glucose sensing were investigated by amperometry at 550 mV. As expected, the higher amount of 
Ni content facilitated a greater sensitivity for glucose sensing (Figure 4.5a). It is assumed that the 
25 % Ni content promoted a larger number of laser-generated nanocatalysts exposed to the LCNF 
surface than that of 15 and 5 %. It is also possible that the remarkable current response obtained 
from 25 % Ni-LCNFs might be also attributed to the enhanced electroactive surface area (ESA) 
offered by the intact fibrous feature (Figure 4.2b, 25 % Ni). As can be seen in Figure S4.8, the 
25 % Ni-LCNF electrodes possessed an ESA that was approximately 1.3 times and 3.1 times 
higher than those of 15 % Ni-LCNFs and 5 % Ni-LCNFs, respectively. The result implies that 
high Ni content loaded in LCNFs plays a more important role in the enhanced sensitivity than the 
increased ESA, as the sensitivity of glucose sensing offered by 25 % Ni-LCNF electrodes was ca. 
4.7 times and 9.9 times higher than those of 15 % Ni-LCNF and 5 % Ni-LCNF, respectively. 
However, we believe that the fiber-like morphology obtained from 25 % Ni-LCNF not only 
contributed to higher collision rates between Ni nanoparticles and glucose but also facilitated the 
fast response time as can been seen from rapid signal rising within 5 s after glucose injection. In 
summary, the combination of a high content of nanocatalysts with the obtained fiber-like structures 
leads to a large surface area with exposed functional nanocatalysts, which is thought to be the main 
reason for the significant boost in electrochemical performance of 25 % Ni-LCNF compared to 5 
and 15 %. In addition, the inset of Figure 4.5a clearly indicates that the electrocatalytic oxidation 
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of glucose specifically resulted from Ni nanoparticles as LCNFs carrying 5 % Fe did not provide 
any significant signal response upon glucose injection. Furthermore, we found that various lasing 
powers not only generate 25 % Ni-LCNFs with distinct morphological structures but also greatly 
affect the sensitivity of glucose sensing, as shown in Figure S4.9. Here, lasing the nanofibers with 
1.5 W enabled the maximum signal current of glucose sensing, which could also be attributed to 
the obtained intact fibrous LCNFs (Figure 4.4). 
 
Figure 4.5: Amperometric response of LCNF containing different concentrations of Ni (5, 15 and 25 %) and 5 % Fe 
as control towards glucose injection (a). One injection step equals 1 mM glucose. Dose response upon glucose 
injection in 10 μM steps (0-100 μM, orange box), 100 μM steps (100-1,000 μM, blue box) and 1,000 μM steps 
(1,000-10,000 μM) (n ≥ 3) (b). The potential was fixed at 0.55 V and the detection matrix consisted of 0.5 M NaOH. 
 
The sensitivity of 25 % Ni-LCNF electrodes was further investigated as shown in Figure 4.5b. The 
sensitivity towards glucose reached up to 2,092 and 857 μA∙mM-1∙cm-2 for the linear range of 
10-100 μM and 100 μM to 5 mM, respectively. A limit of detection (LOD) as low as 0.3 μM could 
be achieved. The obtained large dynamic range covers the range of glucose in several human body 
fluids (ocular fluid, urine, saliva and sweat).89,219 Electrode poisoning by halides, e.g. Cl-, is a 
major problem in non-enzymatic electrochemical sensors based on glucose detection.214,220,221 
However, as shown in Figure S4.10, the presence of Cl- in the detection medium even up to 
250 mM did not notably interfere with the sensing performance. A comparison of glucose sensing 
of our material with that of other existing composites that are also based on nickel-carbon 
composites is given in Table 4.2. Our LCNF-Ni electrode not only provides excellent analytical 
performance that is highly comparable to other reports but also possesses superior characteristics, 
especially, in terms of its simplicity, flexibility, affordability and mass-production capability. 
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Table 4.2: Comparison of the analytical performance of most recent nickel-carbon hybrid materials towards non-
enzymatic glucose sensing. 
Material Linear range / µM LOD / µM Sensitivity / µA∙mM-1∙cm-2 Reference 
























































































Apart from sensitivity, different Ni contents in LCNFs also affect the selectivity of glucose 
sensing. As can be seen from Figure 4.6a+c, 25 % Ni was high enough to selectively enable the 
electrocatalytic response of glucose for both 1 mM and 100 μM without interfering effects from 
uric acid (UA) and ascorbic acid (AA). On the other hand, the current responses of interferent 
species obtained from 5 and 15 % Ni are non-negligible when compared to that of glucose 
(Figure 4.6b+d). It is possible that the oxidations of UA and AA were prone to take place at the 
carbon surface, generating a high signal response, especially at 5 % Ni (Figure 4.6d). It should be 
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noted that the higher concentrations of UA and AA may possibly interfere with the sensing 
performance of Ni-LCNFs, which is considered as an inherent problem for the general non-
enzymatic electrochemical sensors. However, other studies demonstrated a viable solution to this 
problem, e.g. using a semipermeable membrane as a protective layer.16,235 
 
Figure 4.6: Amperometric response of LCNF containing different percentages of Ni towards successive 100 μM 
glucose (Glu) addition and final addition of potential interferents ascorbic acid (AA) and uric acid (UA) (both 5 μM) 
(n = 3) (a). Zoom-in of the amperograms for 5/15 % Ni content with noticeable steps after the addition of interferents 
(b). Amperometric response of LCNF containing 25 % Ni (c) and 5 % Ni (d) after the addition of 1 mM Glu and 
50 μM of AA and UA each. For 5 % Ni, the signals of both interferents are significantly higher than that of glucose, 
whereas for the 25 % Ni only glucose leads to an obvious signal response. The potential was fixed at 0.55 V and the 
detection matrix consisted of 0.5 M NaOH. In the case of fluctuating signals, the mean value was taken for evaluation. 
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4.5 Conclusion 
Generating carbon nanofibers with embedded metal nanocatalysts can be easily achieved by one-
step laser-induced carbonization of electrospun nanofibers containing metal complex. Our strategy 
provides a 3D architecture of carbon nanofiber networks with embedded ultrasmall and uniform 
distribution of metal nanoparticles. The nanoparticles adhere firmly within the carbon nanofibers. 
Undoubtedly, the as-prepared hybrids exhibit excellent performance for non-enzymatic glucose 
sensing, especially in terms of sensitivity and selectivity. By changing the metal complex, carbon 
nanofibers with a variety of metal nanocatalysts can be created. Apart from favorable 
electrocatalytic performance, extremely low material cost ($0.07 per electrode), fast 
manufacturing process and high flexibility in terms of electrode designs and type of incorporated 
metal nanocatalysts are additional characteristics that make this strategy ideal for large-scale 
production and commercialization. This opens up an opportunity to efficiently miniaturize and 
integrate electrochemical devices with nanocatalysts useful for many relevant applications, 
especially in domains of (bio)sensing, energy storage, synthetic chemistry or (bio)medicine. 
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4.6 Supporting Information 
Morphology of Ni-LCNFs with Varying Nickel Content 
 
Figure S4.1: SEM images of LCNFs for different Ni salt contents at high magnification showing significantly more 
pronounced fibrous structures of 25 % Ni compared to 5 % and 15 % (a) and low magnification demonstrating 
homogenous overall morphology (b). 
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Morphology of Ni-LCNFs vs. Fe-LCNFs 
 
Figure S4.2: SEM images of LCNF containing 15 % Ni and 5 % Fe demonstrating morphological similarities. 
Lasing Power and Nickel Content Variation 
 
Figure S4.3: Photographs of LCNF (1.5 mm x 14 mm) observed for Ni content variation (5 %, 15 %, 25 %, 35 %) in 
combination with laser power variation (0.9 W, 1.2 W, 1.5 W, 1.8 W).  
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TEM Images of 25 % Ni-LCNFs 
 
Figure S4.4: TEM images of different 25 % Ni-LCNFs at different magnifications. The lighter grey color of the inner 
part of LCNF compared to the rims indicates that fewer atoms are present inside. This could point to hollow-like 
structure of carbon nanofibers. 
EDX Spectra for Mechanical Stability Experiment 
 
Figure S4.5: EDX spectra before (a) and after (b) incubation in PB for LIG (laser-induced graphene on Kapton foil) 
and Fe-LCNF with electrodeposited Ni (eNi) and Ni-LCNF. The incubation was conducted by a shaking incubator 
(VWR Incubating Orbital Shaker, Professional 3500) for 5 h (50 rpm) at 37 °C with the samples burdened on the 
ground of a Petri dish that was filled with PB. LIG and Fe-LCNF loose almost the complete Ni during incubation 
while LCNF with Ni that was embedded during electrospinning shows no loss.  
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Mechanical Stability of Ni-LCNFs after Electrochemical Measurement under 
Stirring Condition 
 
Figure S4.6: SEM images of 25 % Ni-LCNFs at high (a) and low magnification (b). The LCNF electrode has been 
used for electrochemical glucose detection at 0.55 V with several consecutive glucose injections under stirred 
condition as commonly done in this study. Afterwards, the electrode was blow-dried with nitrogen stream prior to 
SEM imaging. Fibrous structure is still maintained indicating favorable mechanical stability for electroanalytical 
applications. The red arrows point out the area that is covered with the solution residues from the measurement. 
Cyclic Voltammetry Glucose Mechanism Study 
CV studies reveal the sensing mechanism of the Ni-LCNF hybrid with glucose. In the absence of 
glucose (Figure S4.7a-i+iii), the anodic and cathodic peaks at 500 mV and 300 mV, respectively, 
indicate the following redox reactions: 
Ni(OH)2 + OH- → NiO(OH) + H2O + e- (S4.1) 
When glucose is present (Figure S4.7a-ii), the strong oxidizer, NiO(OH) induces the oxidation of 
glucose as following: 
NiO(OH) + Glucose → Ni(OH)2 + Gluconolactone (S4.2) 
Here, upon addition of glucose the oxidative peak not only increased but also shifted anodically 
while the cathodic peak remained unchanged for its magnitude and peak potential. The latter 
indicated the reduction of the as-generated Ni(OH)2 from reaction (S4.2). The irreversible reaction 
in (S4.2) resulted in the decrease in peak intensities from cycle to cycle (Figure S4.7a-ii). 
Considering the first CV cycle, increasing glucose concentration led to obvious anodic shift of 
oxidative peak (Figure S4.7b) as adsorption of glucose took place at the interface. Consequently, 
such phenomenon experienced less number of active NiO(OH) for electrocatalytic oxidation of 
glucose as can be seen from lowest cathodic peak intensity for high glucose concentration. 
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In contrast, the oxidative peaks at the last CV cycles appeared at similar peak potential for all 
glucose concentrations (Figure S4.7c-iv) while the peak intensities decreased at high glucose 
concentration. As the glucose reaction occurs at ca. 550 mV for higher glucose concentration, this 
potential was chosen for the amperometric glucose detection. 
 
Figure S4.7: Cyclic voltammograms of LCNF in 0.5 M NaOH w/o glucose (40 cycles) and subsequent run (10 cycles) 
w/ 0.5 mM glucose (a). First cycle (b) and last cycle (10th) (c) w/ 0.5, 1 and 2 mM glucose. Oxidation and reduction 
peak currents, observed after scan rate variation, plotted against the square root of the scan rate (d). The associated 
measurements were performed in 0.5 M NaOH w/ and w/o 1 mM glucose. 
Electrochemical Surface Area at Varying Nickel Content 
The electrochemical surface area of Ni-LCNF electrodes containing different contents of Ni salt 
was studied by cyclic voltammetry with ferri/ferrocyanide as redox marker. Alongside the results 
discussed in the main research article, it was found that a peak couple additional to the 
ferri/ferrocyanide redox couple appeared at 660 mV and 620 mV for the oxidation and reduction 
reaction respectively (Figure S4.8-i). This peak couple showed a current signal increase with 
increasing amount of Ni in the LCNF electrodes. It is known that metal hexacyanoferrate 
complexes can form during cyclic voltammetry with ferri-, ferrocyanide or ferri/ferrocyanide 
mixture solutions containing transition metal salts.236–238 In addition to liquid/liquid reaction, a 
recent study by Oliveira et al. has shown that the generation of nickel hexacyanoferrate (NiHCF) 
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could be carried out through voltammetric cycling of Ni nanoparticles modified electrode in 
ferricyanide solution.239 Their cyclic voltammogram revealed that the redox process of NiHCF 
complex took place at 630/580 mV which is highly consistent to our study.  
Thus, our results shown here suggest an additional potential functionality of Ni-LCNFs, opening 
opportunities for further analytical applications.240 Thorough investigations towards NiHCF 
generation using the Ni-LCNF hybrids and their potential applicability are our ongoing work. 
 
Figure S4.8: Cyclic voltammograms at various scan rates for Ni-LCNF with different Ni content (i). Randles-Sevcik 
plots for the corresponding cyclic voltammograms (n = 4). For evaluation the ferri/ferrocyanide peak couple at lower 
potential (ca. 280/210 mV) was taken (ii). The peak couple at 660/620 mV relates to the formation of nickel 
hexacyanoferrate (NiHCF) species. The measurements were performed with 1 mM ferri/ferrocyanide in 0.1 M 
phosphate buffer (0.1 M KCl, pH 7.0). 
 
In principle, the formation of NiHCF complex can be achieved only from Ni(II)-salts. Thus, the 
results could imply that the lasing process tends to convert Ni(acac)2 into NiO rather than other 
forms, e.g. NiO2 and Ni3O4. Moreover, the electrocatalytic mechanism of glucose sensing 
described in the main part where Ni(OH)2 is required in the reaction could also well support the 
aforementioned statement. 
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Glucose Response for Ni-LCNF Prepared with Varying Lasing Power 
 
Figure S4.9: Amperometric response of LCNF generated at 0.9 W, 1.2 W, 1.5 W and 1.8 W towards 100 μM glucose 
(Glu) (n = 3). The average working area of the not-fully carbonized electrodes for 0.9 W laser power was determined 
by ImageJ using microscopic pictures and the current was normalized to the same area as for the other lasing settings. 
Glucose Response for Ni-LCNF in NaOH w/ and w/o NaCl 
 
Figure S4.10: Dose-response curve (n ≥ 3) for 25 % Ni-LCNF towards successive glucose addition into 0.25 M NaOH 
matrix w/ and w/o 0.25 M NaCl (a). Respective amperograms in 0.25 M NaOH matrix w/o (b) and w/ 0.25 M NaCl 
(c). The detection potential was fixed at 0.55 V. To keep the total molarity at the same level as for the presented 
glucose detection experiments (0.5 M NaOH) and to have a ratio of 1:1 (NaOH:NaCl) the NaOH concentration was 
decreased to 0.25 M. 
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5 Non-Enzymatic Detection of Hydrogen Peroxide via Laser-Induced 
Carbon Nanofiber Hybrids 
5.1 Abstract 
Hydrogen peroxide is an important molecule with key functionalities during wound healing. Thus, 
monitoring the respective levels can give direct insights in the course of the healing process. As 
electroactive species, H2O2 can be detected with electroanalytical methods in a fast and sensitive 
manner. Unfortunately, there is still a lack of wearable electrochemical sensors for direct 
monitoring of hydrogen peroxide secreted in wound fluids. Carbon nanofiber networks offer 
fascinating electrochemical properties and large numbers of surface interaction sites making them 
well suited for electroanalytical sensors. In this work, the fabrication of laser-induced carbon 
nanofibers (LCNFs) with embedded iron, palladium and a blend of both is investigated towards 
amperometric detection of hydrogen peroxide. After initial optimization with respect to 
electrospinnability and carbonizability, the electrochemical sensing abilities of metal-LCNFs were 
evaluated where a signal response down to 100 µM H2O2 was achieved. Electrochemical treatment 
and chemical reduction of Pd and Fe nanoparticles in LCNFs turned out as feasible strategies to 
improve the H2O2 reduction abilities. Further, enhanced electrocatalytic characteristics of 
bimetallic LCNF electrodes over their monometallic counterparts was indicated by a significant 
shift of the detection potential down to -0.25 V. This opens up a large field of LCNFs containing 
different metal combinations tunable towards desired catalysis related applications. 
 
This chapter has not been published. 
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5.2 Introduction 
In living organisms hydrogen peroxide performs many key functions. It is known to cause 
oxidative stress as it belongs to the reactive oxygen species (ROS) but can also act as signaling 
agent or be part of host defense mechanisms.241 H2O2 plays diverse roles in one of its area of 
appearance which is wound healing. Preventing infection of the wound by killing bacteria or 
inhibiting their growth is a benefit of cell-related H2O2 secretion.242 A main function of hydrogen 
peroxide is the support of the course of the different healing stages as described in the following. 
The molecular mechanisms after wound generation were studied in several species such as mice243 
or zebrafish and it was found that enzymes with NADPH oxidase function in cells adjacent to the 
wound tissue are the main source of H2O2. Increased local concentration of hydrogen peroxide 
causes an immune response in form of leukocyte recruitment.244 Also, H2O2 promotes wound 
healing by stimulating the proliferation of fibroblasts and vascular endothelial cells.245 
Neutrophils, that are belonging to the group of leukocytes, are able to control H2O2 concentrations 
in both ways, either by consuming it or producing it and, therefore, keep antiseptic properties and 
indirectly control inflammation.246 Malfunctions of those inflammatory cells and hence abnormal 
hydrogen peroxide levels can result in tissue degeneration or overexpression. On this account, the 
determination of H2O2 values is of high interest to monitor wound healing. 
Beneath several optical detection strategies such as luminescence,247 colorimetry248 and 
fluorescence,249 electrochemical approaches are the most popular for H2O2 sensing. This is due to 
the benefits of electrochemistry which are the fast and sensitive measurements while working with 
highly affordable equipment and the possibility of label-free detection. Nowadays, the classical 
enzyme-based sensor is desired to be substituted by non-enzymatic counterparts as those are more 
stable, cost-effective and easier available. Hereby, it was found that many metal nanomaterials 
such iron compounds (e.g. Prussian blue250 or Fe3O4251), platinum,252–256 gold,257–259 silver260–262 
or palladium263–265 possess catalytic or enzyme-like activity towards H2O2 respectively. 
Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) own many exciting features including large surface-to-volume ratio, 
excellent conductivity, chemical resistance and high mechanical stability which leads to a great 
demand in (bio)sensor development. To prepare them mainly two techniques are established. One 
is the growth by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and the other comprises electrospinning of 
nanofibers (commonly polyacrylonitrile) with subsequent thermal stabilization and carbonization 
treatment steps.266 The selectivity of CNFs, with respect to electrochemical analyte detection, is 
conventionally improved by preparing hybrid composites, either by incorporation during synthesis 
or decoration afterwards. Both is gladly done with metal compounds due to the already mentioned 
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catalytic features and easy processability.267,268 
Previously, we reported a facile strategy to fabricate CNFs by electrospinning with following 
carbonization by CO2-laser.140,141 This method enables to pattern laser-induced carbon nanofibers 
(LCNFs) into highly conductive electrodes with any desired design set with PC software before. 
Compared to as-mentioned CVD and thermal carbonization, the total process is accomplished in 
much faster manner (seconds to minutes depending on the electrode size) and with no need of 
post-fabrication steps such as shortening and binding CNF on a proper substrate. We found that 
LCNF hybrids with iron or nickel salts provide superior electron transfer abilities and catalytic 
properties e.g. for the rapid and sensitive detection of glucose. The embedding of metal particles 
in nanofibers by simply mixing electrospinning solutions with metal powder further leads to 
enhanced stability of the metal in the matrix, preventing leaching during operation in aqueous 
environment.141 This is an important requirement for potential sensing application in- and on-body 
where detachment of metal with uptake into metabolism could result in toxic impacts. 
In this work, the aim is to prepare LCNFs with electrocatalytic functionalities towards H2O2 
detection. Palladium and iron were chosen as metal compounds due to their already mentioned 
catalytic abilities. The content and type of metal salt incorporated in nanofibers were studied with 
respect to electrospinnability and laser carbonization behavior. The hydrogen peroxide sensing 
abilities of metal-containing LCNF electrodes was investigated by electrochemical methods, 
namely cyclic voltammetry and amperometry. Different strategies (electrochemical and chemical) 
to enhance the signal response were investigated and electrocatalytic characteristic of bimetallic 
hybrids with both metals embedded are studied for the first time in LCNF. 
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5.3 Materials and Methods 
5.3.1 Fabrication of LCNF Electrodes 
Nanofiber mats were prepared by electrospinning of a solution containing 15 % (w/v) Matrimid® 
5218 (Huntsman Advanced Materials BVBA, Belgium) and palladium(II) acetylacetonate (99 %, 
Sigma-Aldrich, Germany), palladium(II) chloride or iron(III) acetylacetonate (≥ 99.9 % trace 
metals basis, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) dissolved in N,N-dimethylacetamide (Merck, Germany). 
The metal salt percentages reported here are relative to the dry mass of the polymer. It is 
abbreviated Pd(acac)2/Fe(acac)3 or Pd/Fe in the other sections. Spinning solutions were 
ultrasonicated for 30 min and stirred at least overnight before spinning. The electrospinning was 
conducted for 15 min per fiber mat at a 10 μl∙min-1 flow rate with a 15 cm tip-to-collector distance. 
The applied voltage was adjusted in the range of 12-15 kV depending on the ambient temperature 
and humidity conditions. Indium tin oxide coated poly(ethylene terephthalate) (ITO/PET, sheet 
resistivity 60 Ω∙sq-1, 1 ft × 1 ft × 5 mil, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) that has been cut into 
5 cm × 5 cm was used for nanofiber deposition. The as-cut ITO/PET piece was placed in the 
middle of a metal collector dish. An electrical connection between the ITO surface and the 
underneath metal collector was performed by taping two aluminum foil stripes at the rims of the 
ITO substrate at the opposite sides. This resulted in a final 4 cm × 5 cm collecting area. After 
electrospinning, conductive electrodes with the desired patterns of carbon nanofibers were 
generated by a CO2-laser (10.6 μm, VLS 2.30, Universal Laser Systems, Polytech Systeme GmbH, 
Germany). The lasing speed was optimized in earlier studies to 60 % (of 1,270 mm∙s-1) and the 
image density was set to 1,000 DPI. 
5.3.2 Electrochemical Characterization 
A CV-50W voltammetric analyzer (Bioanalytical Systems, USA) with a three-electrode system 
consisting of LCNF as the working electrode, Pt wire as the counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl 
reference electrode was utilized for all electrochemical measurements. The working area of the 
LCNF immersed into a measuring solution was defined as 2.8 mm × 3 mm and separated from the 
contacting part using candle wax. PB solutions were purged with N2 gas for at least 10 min prior 
to H2O2 injection and measurement. 
5.3.3 Chemical Reduction 
Sodom borohydride solutions were prepared by carefully dissolving 0.2 % (w/v) NaBH4 
(ReagentPlus®, 99 %, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) in deionized water. LCNFs electrodes have been 
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cut out with scissors prior to placing them into Eppendorftubes. Subsequently, chemical reduction 
of metal compounds in LCNFs was executed by pipetting the prepared NaBH4 solution into the 
Eppendorftubes. The volume (ca. 500 µl) was chosen to immerse the whole working area of LCNF 
electrodes. Incubation was carried out for 3/24 hours with closed lids and electrodes were rinsed 
with deionized water and blow-dried with nitrogen afterwards. 
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5.4 Results and Discussion 
5.4.1 Effect of Varying Palladium Salts and Content 
As each type of metal and metal salt owns different (ionic) conductivity, charging and solubility, 
their behavior during electrospinning varies significantly. Thus the respective content in the 
spinning solution needs to be optimized. It was demonstrated before that polymer mixtures with 
PdCl2269 and Pd(acac)2197 can be electrospun into nanofibers. For fabricating palladium-containing 
LCNF electrodes (termed Pd-LCNF) the electrospinnability of both mentioned Pd salts with 
Matrimid® needed to be checked initially. As can be seen in Figure 5.1a, the well-dispersion of Pd 
salt in Matrimid® solutions was achieved at 15 % and 25 % content while 35 % Pd led to a 
precipitation of the metal salt as indicated by the red arrow. To keep the molar amount of Pd the 
same as for 25 % Pd(acac)2, PdCl2 content was set to 15 % in the respective solution. 
 
Figure 5.1: Spinning solutions containing 15 % (w/v) Matrimid® and 15/25/35 % Pd(acac)2 (a) or 15 % PdCl2 (b). The 
red arrow at 35 % Pd(acac)2 solution indicates precipitating metal salt. The PdCl2 solution was mixed with NaCl 
(molar ratio of 2:1 to PdCl2) and the pictures show the change after heating on a hot plate at 70 °C compared to before. 
 
As PdCl2 is only soluble in complexing solvents e.g. alcohols (Matrimid® is insoluble in alcohol) 
or in the presence of chloride ions (formation of Pd complex [PdCl4]2-),270 NaCl in a molar ratio 
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of 2:1 to PdCl2 has been added. Stirring overnight still did not lead to clear solutions and, therefore, 
the spinning solution was heated on a hot plate at 70 °C while stirring. After some minutes a clear 
dark red spinning solution was obtained (Figure 5.1b). However, spinning those solutions resulted 
in strong flash formation between the voltage supply and syringe and poor fiber deposition. Further 
tests with as low as 5 % PdCl2 showed the same behavior. A reason for that could lie in too high 
ionic conductivity. It is assumed that the different polymer mixtures, e.g. copolymer of 
polyacrylonitrile with acrylic acid or poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) with tetraethyl orthosilicate, used by 
other work groups are able to compensate the charge contributed by PdCl2 in contrast to Matrimid® 
and, therefore, enable electrospinning.269,271 
 
Figure 5.2: Photographs of Pd-LCNF containing 25 % Pd(acac)2 obtained from 1.2 W and 1.5 W laser power (a) and 
Fe-LCNF containing 15/25 % Fe(acac)3 obtained from 1.2 W and 0.9 W laser power respectively (b). 
 
The laser-carbonization of 25 % Pd(acac)2 containing nanofibers was further investigated. A laser 
power of 1.2 W was sufficient to obtain fully carbonized electrodes (Figure 5.2a). In contrast to 
25 % Ni(acac)2 in our previous studies (compare Figure 4.4), 1.5 W did not lead to even blackish 
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structures but distortions. Obviously, the heat conduction and absorption properties of Pd during 
lasing process differ from the ones of Ni, making it important to carry out initial studies of lasing 
parameters when switching the metal salt in electrospun polyimide nanofibers. The influence of 
laser power on carbonization behavior was further compared to Fe-LCNF (Figure 5.2b) and it was 
found that even less power (0.9 W) is required to homogeneously carbonize nanofibers with similar 
metal content (25 %). With decreasing Fe content (15 %) the lasing power needs to be increased 
(1.2 W) in order to obtain LCNFs with equal quality. Concluding, the heat conduction ability rises 
from nickel to palladium to iron which necessitates lowering the laser power in the same order 
(when keeping the metal content the same relative to the polymer). 
5.4.2 Non-Enzymatic H2O2 Sensing 
There are several potential mechanisms of electrocatalytic H2O2 decomposition at metal catalysts 
discussed in literature. The reduction in media with acidic to neutral conditions takes place in two 
steps272 involving the adsorption of hydroxide species on the surface of the catalyst: 
H2O2 + H
+ + e- → OHads + H2O (5.1) 
H+ +OHads → H2O (5.2) 
However, catalytic decomposition of H2O2 to water through O2 intermediates (5.3-5.5) or direct 
reduction (5.5)273 without adsorbed hydroxide ions are also reported:  
2 H2O2 ⇌ 2 H2O + O2 (5.3) 
O2 + 2 H
++ 2 e- ⇌ H2O2 (5.4) 
H2O2 + 2 H
+ + 2 e- → 2 H2O (5.5) 
To study the electrocatalytic mechanism of hydrogen peroxide with 25 % Pd-LCNFs, cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) was performed. It can be seen in Figure 5.3a that the CV in presence of 10 mM 
H2O2 did not lead to observable peaks compared to the control. It is assumed that the oxidative 
lasing process results in oxidized species present in LCNF. As already discussed with equations 
(5.1-5.5) the catalytic decomposition is a reduction process. Therefore, the catalyst should perform 
better when present in lower oxidation state compared to high oxidation state where further 
oxidation, which comes simultaneously with H2O2 reduction, is prevented. Picking up on this 
hypothesis, Pd-LCNF electrodes where electrochemically (EC) treated by applying high negative 
potential for certain time (-1 V for 3 min) to enhance their catalytic abilities. Figure 5.3b shows 
that electrodes with EC pretreatment display a peak at ca. -600 mV that derives from hydrogen 
peroxide in contrast the control. It was found that EC pretreatment can also be achieved by multiple 
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cycling with CV technique where a reduction peak at ca. -450 mV was observed at subsequent CV 
with hydrogen peroxide. However, while the cathodic peak decreases with ongoing cycling the 
anodic peak increases (Figure 5.3c+d). This could indicate the simultaneous oxidation (electron 
donation) of the metal nanocatalysts in LCNFs due to the reduction of H2O2 (electron uptake). A 
variation of the added hydrogen peroxide concentration could possible prove this assumption by 
proportional peak height changes of the oxidation and reduction peaks. Pretreatment in 0.5 M 
NaOH vs. 0.1 M PB did not result in observable difference in H2O2 sensitivity (data not shown). 
However, for CV pretreatment only both peaks (cathodic and anodic) appeared in subsequent CV 
with hydrogen peroxide, whereas it did not for pretreatment by constant potential. For further 
investigations, CV cycling was chosen as pretreatment method due to the lower reduction potential 
peak compared to pretreatment by constant potential (-0.45 V vs. -0.6 V). Additionally, electrodes 
pretreated with constant potential did not display an observable CV peak at lower H2O2 
concentrations (100 µM tested as for CV pretreated electrodes, data not shown). 
 
Figure 5.3: Cyclic voltammograms of 25 % Pd-LCNF in 0.1 M PB 10 mM H2O2 w/o EC pretreatment (a) and w/ 
pretreatment at -1 V for 3 min for control and 10 mM H2O2 (b). Cyclic voltammograms (three cycles) w/o H2O2 (c) 
and w/ 100 µM H2O2 (d) after pretreatment by 20 CV cycles from -0.8 V to 1 V in 0.5 M NaOH. The arrows in (d) 
describe the changes in heights of anodic and cathodic peak with ongoing cycling. 
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Hydrogen peroxide is widely present in human body with varying concentration. Hereby, the 
concentration ranges from sub-micromolar to roughly 100 µM.274–276 In wound fluids micromolar 
levels (e.g. 0.5-50 µM found in zebrafish) of H2O2 are common as well.245,277 Therefore, metal-
containing LCNF ideally should possess a dynamic detection range covering these levels. For 
testing the sensing ability of Pd-LCNFs, amperometry was carried out with electrodes EC 
pretreated with CV. A detection potential of -0.5 V was set due to the appearance of a hydrogen 
peroxide peak at approximately this potential at previous mentioned CV studies (Figure 5.3b+d). 
This detection potential has shown up to be also ideal for Fe-LCNFs due to the appearance of a 
small peak from hydrogen peroxide compared to the control (data not shown). 
 
Figure 5.4: Amperometric response of LCNF containing 25 % Pd, 25 % Fe (a), 5 % and 15 % Fe (b) towards 
successive 100 μM H2O2 addition. The potential was fixed at -0.5 V and the detection matrix consisted of 0.1 M PB. 
 
As presented in Figure 5.4a, the electrochemical signal towards multiple H2O2 injections is very 
low but differentiable from phosphate buffer (PB), which did not result in significant signal 
change. Compared to 25 % Fe-LCNF, the signal height is in the similar range (1-2 µA per 100 µM 
H2O2 injection), which indicates, that the sensitivity of 25 % Pd did not got significantly enhanced 
after EC pretreatment even after peak appearance at cyclic voltammetry. Additionally, the 
amperometric responses does not seem to essentially change with varying metal concentration in 
LCNF as demonstrated by the amperograms of 5/15 % Fe (Figure 5.4b). This implies that both 
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metals could still not be present in the proper oxidation state for hydrogen peroxide reduction or 
that the metal particles are not accessible for analyte molecules. 
5.4.3 Chemical Reduction of Metal Compounds in LCNF 
It is commonly known that the reduction of a variety of metal salts can be achieved by sodium 
borohydride.278 Thus, to study if electrochemical sensitivity of Fe- or Pd-LCNF is prevented by 
the oxidation state of the respective metal, chemical reduction was carried out by incubating LCNF 
electrodes in NaBH4 solutions for 3 hours and 24 hours. It was observed that Fe-LCNFs provide 
no difference in signal response towards 100 µM hydrogen peroxide injection after NaBH4 
treatment (Figure 5.5). For Pd-LCNF the signal increases for electrodes incubated for 3 h in NaBH4 
and decreases to lower values for 24 h compared to untreated ones. This leads to the possibilities 
that iron is not available for reduction (embedded in the matrix) or already in low oxidation state 
and palladium is getting reduced. For Pd-LCNFs with longer incubation times seem to negatively 
affect the electrocatalytic ability. It is, therefore, suggested to validate the magnitude of reduction 
by studying more incubation times between 3 h to 24 h. Mechanism studies including further 
electrochemical experiments could promote the elucidation of oxidation states. 
 
Figure 5.5: Amperometric response of LCNF electrodes containing 25 % Pd or Fe towards 100 µM H2O2 (n ≥ 3) after 
incubation 3 h and 24 h and without incubation. 
5.4.4 Bimetallic LCNF hybrids 
Bimetallic nanoparticle hybrids step into the focus because of their outstanding electrocatalytic 
characteristics derived from synergistic effects. Those make them surpass the monometallic 
counterparts in terms of analyte sensitivity/selectivity and higher stability against 
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deactivation.13,279 Composites containing palladium and iron such as core-shell type280 or alloy281 
have successfully been developed towards H2O2 detection. Thus, Pd/Fe-LCNFs with mixed 
monometallic nanoparticles have been fabricated in order to improve sensing abilities and reach 
sensitivity levels required for real application. As the electrospinnability and carbonization ability 
of Pd(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3 containing nanofibers can still be achieved till 25 % content relative to 
the polymer mass, spinning solutions with 12.5 % content of each metal salt have been mixed and 
investigated. 
 
Figure 5.6: Cyclic voltammograms of Pd/Fe-LCNF electrodes containing 12.5 % of each metal salt in 0.1 M PB w/o 
and w/ 100 µM H2O2 (a). The arrow indicates a current signal difference that can be linked to H2O2. Amperogram for 
100 µM H2O2 injections (b). The potential was fixed at -0.25 V and the detection matrix consisted of 0.1 M PB. 
 
Electrospinning of solutions with Pd/Fe salts was not noticeable negatively affected by the 
presence of two metals and carbonization could successfully be carried out at 1.2 W laser power 
(data not shown). The catalytic abilities of Pd/Fe-LCNF electrodes were further evaluated with 
cyclic voltammetry where a current intensity difference for 100 µM H2O2 compared to the control 
could be observed (Figure 5.6a, arrow). This indicates that the reduction peak potential for 
hydrogen peroxide can be decreased to ca. -250 mV compared to the range of ca. -600 mV 
to -450 mV (depending on the pretreatment method) for monometallic Pd- and Fe-LCNFs, 
respectively (Figure 5.3). A shift of the detection potential to lower relative values generally points 
to better electron transfer properties. This could point to a synergistic effect that is derived from 
close proximity of Pd and Fe, which results in a change of d-band structure that leads to overall 
better electrocatalytic performance.55,56 The hydrogen peroxide detection ability was thus verified 
by amperometry at -0.25 V fixed potential. In Figure 5.6b it can be seen that Pd/Fe-LCNF exhibit 
a signal response towards 100 µM H2O2 injections which cannot be achieved at relative potentials 
lower than -0.5 V by LCNFs containing just one of the metal salts (data not shown). However, the 
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ability to detect hydrogen peroxide at concentrations lower than 100 µM is still not given after 
using two nanocatalysts, Pd and Fe, in LCNFs. Further studies such as investigating different metal 
combinations are necessary to improve the sensitivity of bimetallic LCNF hybrids. 
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5.5 Conclusion 
The fabrication of carbon nanofibers by electrospinning with subsequent laser-induced 
carbonization was successfully implemented for nanofibers containing up to 25 % palladium and 
iron salt, respectively. Electrochemical pretreatment, either by applying constant potential or 
cyclic voltammetry cycling, could enhance the electrochemical sensing performance of LCNF 
electrodes towards H2O2 detection. Further improvement could be achieved by chemical reduction 
of Pd-LCNFs but not for Fe-LCNFs. By preparation of bimetallic Pd/Fe-LCNF hybrids a 
synergistic effect is indicated by lower detection potential possibility compared to Pd alone 
(-0.25 V vs. -0.5 V). Unfortunately, LCNFs containing Fe, Pd or both so far are not able to detect 
H2O2 at concentrations lower than 100 µM, which is the crucial criteria for final sensor 
development that are supposed to apply for wound healing. Therefore, the sensitivity needs to be 
further improved. After this first goal has been achieved, the fabrication of free-standing LCNFs 
is desired. Those allow making sensor array patches with independent single array spots that would 
otherwise on ITO/PET substrate be electrically connected (short circuit). Additionally, the transfer 
on flexible and biocompatible material is easier possible for application as wearable. The single 
array spots are intend to recognize local H2O2 changes, which would have then a high potential for 
healthcare purposes. 
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6 Conclusion and Future Perspectives 
Nowadays, analytical biosensors must fulfill many requirements as they should be reliable, 
sensitive and easy to use on the one hand but also be long-time storable and affordable for everyone 
who is in need (i.e. sensors should be cheap) on the other hand. Regarding the detection of body 
metabolites whose unusual concentration values can indicate or result in disease development, 
conventional enzymatic approaches can only offer good selectivity and sensitivity but not the other 
mentioned aspects. Therefore, it draws the attention of many researchers to replace them with non-
enzymatic materials acting as biorecognition element. Hereby, metal-based nanocatalysts are ideal 
candidates because of their magnificent conducting properties and electroanalytical sensitivity, 
depending on the choice of metal group (noble, non-noble, alloy or composite) and element. 
Regarding electrochemical sensing techniques, several advantages such as affordable equipment, 
fast and simple measurement procedures and the ability of detecting small response changes, make 
them attractive to meet the requirements. Carbon nanomaterials reached significant popularity as 
transducers as of their high electron transfer rates, mostly low production costs and easy 
processing. They offer several modification possibilities during or after synthesis and thus they are 
often utilized as matrix for anchoring or embedding nanocatalyst particles. Laser-induced 
carbonization gained large attention as method to generate conductive carbon nanomaterials at 
mass-scale with design flexibility of received electrodes. Many material precursors can be turned 
into carbonaceous structures but most often polyimide foils are employed.110,116,117 It has been 
demonstrated that polyimide solutions can be doped with metal salts prior to drop-casting on foils 
and laser irradiation to receive laser-induced graphene (LIG) with incorporated metal 
nanoparticles.119 
Chemical vapor deposition or electrospinning of nanofibers with subsequent thermal treatment 
steps have been established as two main routes to generate carbon nanofibers.133 Both are laborious 
and require several rather slow heating steps. The equipment for those is relatively expensive due 
to the high-temperatures and vacuum conditions. Additionally, post processing to receive 
electrodes from as-prepared carbon nanofibers hinders scalability. Therefore, the aim of this work 
was to prepare carbon nanofibers by a completely new method. Here, the strategy of 
electrospinning polyimide nanofibers as carbon precursor with ensuing carbonization by CO2-laser 
was demonstrated. 
First, parameters of the generation of electrospun nanofiber precursor were optimized. The 
respective thickness and density strongly correlates with the electrochemical properties obtained 
after laser scribing due to differences in porosity and, therefore, electroactive surface area. A 
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4 times increase compared to the geometric area of the electrode was achieved for the latter. The 
complete carbonization was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy by the presence of typical G, D 
and 2D bands and FTIR-ATR spectroscopy by the disappearance of peaks, originating from 
organic groups of the polymer, after lasing. Additionally, the morphology of laser-induced carbon 
nanofibers (LCNFs) can be tuned by varying the metal salt content, introduced during 
electrospinning by doping the polymer solution. It is assumed that the metal, here iron, contributes 
to the carbonization process by promoting heat transfer or adsorption. From the lasing parameters 
side, the energy input can, among others, be controlled by either lasing power and speed or 
changing the scribing strategy. During continuous scribing of several electrodes in one row the 
laser sweeps a line across a large range of all electrodes before moving to next line and, therefore, 
the starting point of the first electrode. When scribing discontinuously (just one electrode prior to 
the next), the sweeping lines are obviously shorter and hence the local heat input takes place in a 
shorter period. After optimization, LCNFs with outstanding electron transfer properties could be 
reliably generated. The reaction rate constant for redox marker and analyte (dopamine) was 
roughly one order of magnitude higher than those reported for CNFs fabricated by thermal 
treatment. A determined pore size of (4 ± 1) μm for Fe-LCNFs is also one order of magnitude 
lower than for commercial graphene foam1 resulting in significant more interaction sites. This 
makes LCNFs very promising as biosensing material as further evinced by model analytes NADH, 
hydrazine and dopamine whose detection was feasible with higher response and/or at lower 
potentials compared to commercial screen-printed carbon and gold electrodes. 
Concrete biosensing abilities of LCNFs were thus further studied with focus on non-enzymatic 
catalysis. To achieve this goal, nickel salt was introduced into LCNF because of its well-known 
electrocatalytic glucose sensing mechanism216–218 and due to the high relevance of glucose 
detection because of fast raising number of diabetic patients. Studying the morphology of LCNFs 
with varying metal content, similar heat distribution abilities as previously found for iron could be 
observed. Here, the morphology from 15 % Ni-containing LCNFs equaled those of 5 % Fe which 
suggests that different types of metal are able to transfer the generated heat during lasing to 
different extend. While the nickel content does not influence the electrospun nanofiber diameter 
noticeably, the expansion during carbonization is indeed affected. The highest spinnable metal 
content of 25 % Ni provided an increase of the fiber diameter by only 20 % compared to 160 % 
for 15 % Ni-containing LCNFs. By EDX mapping experiments it was proven that the molecular 
nickel distribution does not change after lasing process in contrast to carbon and oxygen, whose 
content increased and decreased, respectively. It was further confirmed with TEM images that the 
Ni nanoparticles did not agglomerate and were evenly dispersed with low particle diameters of 
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(7.9 ± 1.2) nm within the LCNFs. Compared to carbon nanofibers gained by thermal carbonization 
(50 nm),136 the diameter is significantly smaller which contributes to powerful catalytic properties. 
TEM images additionally gave a hint that solid electrospun nanofibers turn to hollow-like LCNFs 
during laser irradiation, which is a highly desirable feature due to more interaction sites also at the 
inside walls of nanofibers. The necessary investigations via electron tomography207 have to be 
performed in order to confirm this assumption. As a crystal lattice of nickel nanoparticles could 
not be observed by TEM, and XRD measurements could not resolve a crystal structure (data not 
shown), it is assumed by now that the metal is present in amorphous structure which is in contrast 
to the results of Ye et al. who also embedded different metal acetylacetonates but in LIG.119 
Carrying out additional XRD experiments is recommended to possibly answer this question and 
also to prove the oxidation state of the metal after lasing. 
For potential application in situ, it must be ensured that metal particles, which could cause toxic 
effects when entering the human metabolism, do not detach from the sensor matrix. Hence, the 
stable adhesion of nickel nanoparticles to LCNFs was tested by EDX measurements of the metal 
content before and after shaking incubation of electrodes. In contrast to electrodeposited nickel, 
which almost completely detached, the nickel content in LCNFs introduced during electrospinning 
did remain unchanged after shaking in phosphate buffer at 37 °C for five hours. The LCNF 
network itself possesses adequate mechanical stability, as observed from SEM images that indicate 
no obvious change in morphology after electrochemical measurement at stirred conditions. These 
results are very promising for realizing application of metal nanocatalyst containing LCNFs at real 
biological conditions. By cyclic voltammetry studies the sensing mechanism of glucose was 
revealed and amperometric detection of glucose was successfully carried out. The sensitivity 
enhancement with increasing nickel concentrations in LCNFs is way higher than the respective 
rise in electroactive surface area. This suggests that not only the better fiberosity obtained for 25 % 
nickel-containing LCNFs but also the catalytic ability derived from metal nanoparticles are 
responsible for analyte sensitivity. With electrodes containing 25 % nickel an excellent sensitivity 
up to 2,092 μA∙mM-1∙cm-2 and a limit of detection of 0.3 µM was reached for the linear ranges of 
10-100 µM and 100 µM to 5 mM, which covers the levels of glucose in human body fluids such 
as blood. Possible interferents that are normally present in real matrices, e.g. uric acid and ascorbic 
acid, did not lead to a significant electrochemical signal at their relevant concentrations. Also, high 
salt concentrations of 250 mM NaCl, which are often an issue for non-enzymatic electrochemical 
sensors,214,220,221 did not poison the LCNF electrodes. 
The concept of generating LCNFs with different catalytic functionalities was further taken up by 
studies towards hydrogen peroxide sensing. The final goal here was the development of a sensor 
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array patch that can be mounted on wounded human body parts and monitor local H2O2 
concentrations, as the molecule plays an important role in wound healing. Palladium and iron have 
been chosen as metal salts due to their well-known catalytic abilities towards H2O2 
detection.251,263–265 With the expertise gained from previous studies, the carbonization of LCNFs 
containing up to 25 % palladium or iron could be achieved. It was found that the electrochemical 
sensing performance of palladium-containing LCNFs could be enhanced by either application of 
a negative constant potential for a certain time (-1 V for 3 min) or multiple cyclic voltammetry 
runs prior to amperometric H2O2 measurements. As the sensitivity was still not satisfying, it was 
assumed that the metal needs to be completely chemically reduced to enable hydrogen peroxide 
reduction. Therefore, palladium- and iron-containing LCNF electrodes were incubated in NaBH4 
(reducing agent) solutions. The amperometric response of Fe-LCNFs towards H2O2 did not change 
after 3 and 24 hours incubation, whereas for Pd-LCNFs it did increase for 3 h and then decrease 
again for 24 h incubation. These results could indicate that iron is already present at lowest 
oxidation state while palladium is not. XRD measurements could be helpful to resolve the 
molecular structure and, therefore, draw conclusions on the oxidation state. The incubation time 
between 3-24 h for Pd-LCNFs should be also further evaluated and optimized to maximize the 
reduction degree. 
Combining Pd and Fe salts in LCNFs did result in decreased detection potential which could be a 
first hint that a synergistic effect between both metals arose. Still, the lowest detectable 
concentration of 100 µM H2O2 could not be undercut. Before generation of sensor arrays, LCNFs 
should be further improved to facilitate detection between low micromolar and 100 µM which are 
the levels commonly present in wounds.245,277 In the next steps, electron microscopy should be 
performed to compare morphological differences that could be linked to electrochemical behavior. 
Hereby, it is suggested to compare electrodes that offered good hydrogen peroxide response with 
poor ones after prior electrochemical experiments. Additionally, the morphology of Ni-LCNFs 
that already own excellent catalytic properties could serve as reference. With respect to 
nanocatalyst particles, TEM imaging in combination with tomography could enlighten if those are 
freely available on the surface or hidden in the carbon matrix which would negatively affect 
electrocatalytic behavior Also, the distribution, in particular agglomeration, is an aspect that needs 
to be clarified. Strategies that potentially change metal dispersion or allow the directed settling of 
nanoparticles on nanofiber surfaces include the change of spinning composition (e.g. other carbon 
precursor polymer or switching solvent) and core-shell electrospinning, respectively. A feasible 
synergistic effect by creating bimetallic LCNFs necessitates more investigation. Here, several 
metal combinations with platinum, gold or silver could be tested as those offer catalytic activity 
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towards H2O2 as well.252–261 Likewise, the ratio of different metal catalysts could have an impact 
on electrospinning leading to changes in nanofiber morphology but also agglomeration and non-
homogeneous distribution of the nanoparticles in the nanofibers. Additionally, the electronic 
d-band structures, and hence catalytic abilities, might significantly change in dependency of the 
types and ratios of metals unified in LCNFs.55,56 As a consequence, additional comprehensive 
studies would need to be carried out. Nickel hexacyanoferrate, a Prussian blue analogue, offers 
redox mediator characteristics and catalytic reduction ability towards hydrogen peroxide, while 
being significantly more chemically stable compared to Prussian blue which is attributed to the 
replacement of some Fe3+ ions by Ni2+.282–284 As demonstrated in chapter 4, nickel 
hexacyanoferrate can be formed on Ni-LCNFs by cyclic voltammetry cycling with solutions 
containing [Fe(CN)6]4-/3-. The as-prepared composite could further be investigated towards 
electroanalytical hydrogen peroxide sensitivity as well.  
The overall investigations lead to the conclusion that carbon nanofibers containing different 
catalytic functionalities can be fabricated in a facile and cheap ($0.07 material costs per electrode) 
manner by laser-induced carbonization of electrospun polyimide nanofibers doped with metal 
salts. Design flexibility of electrodes, simple miniaturization ability and large-scale production are 
key benefits over traditional CNF synthesis methods CVD and thermal carbonization. Therefore, 
besides electrochemical sensing, the developed strategy is also appropriate for creating materials 
applicable for catalytic synthesis or energy storage. For the future, besides wearable patches of 
free-standing LCNFS, several application possibilities are proposed e.g. gas sensing in industry or 
breath analysis, which is conceivable due to the highly porous nature of LCNFs. The already 
proven ability of cells to grow on laser-induced carbon142 facilitates the fabrication of cellular 
assays or the utilization as scaffolds in (bio)medicine. Further, already derived projects including 
the fabrication of LCNF-based microfluidic chips have great potential for the development of 
miniaturized point-of-care sensors. 
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7 Summary 
The development of electrochemical sensors utilizing non-enzymatic detection strategies is a topic 
of high interest for many researchers in order to replace classic expensive and less stable enzymatic 
approaches. In this thesis, recent developments in non-enzymatic sensing were reviewed. The 
general principles of (nano)catalysis and preparation of nanomaterials were discussed focusing on 
carbon materials and metal-based catalysts. Carbon nanomaterials stand out for their great electron 
transfer properties and, especially for nanofibers, high surface-to-volume ratio with multiple 
analyte interaction sites. Doping carbon nanofibers with heteroatoms or metal nanoparticles further 
introduces nanocatalytic functionalities. Hereby, the type of atom and metal, respectively, 
determines the selectivity as well as sensitivity of the generated composite. The fabrication of 
laser-induced carbon materials was quite recently found to be a simple and effective way to receive 
such hybrids. In this regard, several substrates are suitable for being carbonized e.g. polymer films 
containing metal salts. Already constructed non-enzymatic platforms, based on laser-induced 
graphene, for sensing in aqueous solution but also with gaseous analytes were presented. The 
current achievements in wearables were emphasized which guide the prospective trends. 
Concluding, the key aspects were summarized and thoughts on improvements and suggestion for 
future evolvements were shared. 
In this thesis the strategy of one-step laser-carbonization of electrospun nanofibers to obtain carbon 
nanofibers was developed as a superior process over traditional chemical vapor deposition and 
thermal carbonization of electrospun nanofibers which are laborious, time-consuming and 
inflexible. Polyimide, more precisely Matrimid® 5218, served as carbon precursor and polymer 
solutions of it were electrospun into nanofiber mats. Afterwards, carbon nanofibers were prepared 
in a facile manner via direct lasing on as-spun mats at ambient conditions with a CO2-laser. This 
method allows the generation of electrodes with any design and shape controlled by PC software. 
Compared to both mentioned conventional procedures, large-scale production of carbon 
nanofibers at affordable costs is possible in a short time. 
The morphology of laser-induced carbon nanofibers (LCNFs) can not only be controlled by lasing 
parameters such as laser power and speed. During electrospinning, metal nanoparticles can be 
incorporated into nanofibers by simply doping the spinning solutions with metal salt e.g. iron(III) 
acetylacetonate before. This metal, as studied for iron, additionally contributes to the 
homogeneous carbonization during lasing process by a kind of heat transfer ability. Therefore, the 
respective metal content relative to the polymer also enables tuning of the obtained LCNF 
morphology. Continuously scribing of several electrodes in a row vs. discontinuously i.e. one 
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electrode prior to the next also has a huge impact on the heat input because of different durations 
of scribing one line. It was demonstrated that the electrochemical properties of LCNF electrodes 
can be optimized due to the direct link to the morphology or rather electrochemical surface area. 
The latter was found to be much greater than the geometric area. The 3D porous network structure 
of LCNFs with an average pore size in low micrometer range facilitates interaction with molecules 
in aqueous solution and hence allows high electron transfer rates, which was displayed by very 
low peak-to-peak separations, as studied with [Fe(CN)6]4-/3- redox marker. 
The type of metal salt incorporated in LCNFs defines its catalytic properties. Nickel salt can be 
evenly embedded into carbon matrix with low nanometer nanoparticle size. The electrospun 
nanofiber diameter does not change with varying nickel content. However, it was shown that the 
expansion of nanofibers during carbonization is influenced assumedly by the mentioned heat 
transfer ability. A significant smaller increase of LCNF diameter compared to electrospun 
nanofibers was achieved with increasing the nickel content, which resulted in better fiberosity. In 
contrast to electrodeposited nickel particles, it was evinced that nickel in LCNFs is stably adhered 
to the carbon and does not leach out during several hours of shaking incubation in phosphate buffer 
at body temperature. Prevented desorption of potential toxic metals brings the application of 
LCNFs in vivo one step closer. With its catalytic behavior towards glucose, Ni-LCNF was utilized 
for amperometric glucose sensing. The electroanalytical performance with a high sensitivity and 
a low limit of detection turned out to be excellent and the linear range covers the real glucose 
levels in blood. Further, ascorbic acid and uric acid did not produce interference at their relevant 
levels. Those great electrochemical characteristics are attributed to derive from nickel nanocatalyst 
on the one hand and 3D fiberosity on the other hand. Electron microscopic images gave a hint that 
LNCFs could be hollow which additionally could increase the interaction of catalyst nanoparticles 
with analytes in solution but also gaseous molecule samples. 
With focus on catalysis, LCNFs with several different metals can be created to enable a variety of 
application possibilities. Palladium-containing LCNFs were furthermore prepared in order to 
electrochemically detect hydrogen peroxide. In this experiments, the amperometric sensitivity 
towards H2O2 was enhanced by improving the electrochemical properties of Pd-LCNF either 
electrochemically by cyclic voltammetry cycling, application of a constant negative potential or 
chemically by reduction during incubating Pd-LCNF electrodes in NaBH4 solutions for some 
hours. By fabrication of bimetallic Pd/Fe-LCNF hybrids, the detection potential of H2O2 could be 
significantly reduced which gives a first hint on successful achievement of a synergistic effect. As 
these investigations were only preliminary ones, further optimizations to reach low micromolar 
limit of detection prior to final sensor development have to be carried out. 
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8 Zusammenfassung 
Die Entwicklung elektrochemischer Sensoren unter Verwendung nichtenzymatischer 
Nachweisstrategien ist für viele Forscher ein Thema von großem Interesse, um klassische teure 
und weniger stabile enzymatische Ansätze zu ersetzen. In dieser Dissertation wurden aktuelle 
Entwicklungen in der nichtenzymatischen Sensorik rezensiert. Die allgemeinen Prinzipien der 
(Nano-)Katalyse und Herstellung von Nanomaterialien wurden diskutiert, wobei der Schwerpunkt 
auf Kohlenstoffmaterialien und Katalysatoren auf Metallbasis lag. Kohlenstoffnanomaterialien 
zeichnen sich durch ihre hervorragenden Elektronentransfereigenschaften und, insbesondere bei 
Nanofasern, ein hohes Verhältnis von Oberfläche zu Volumen mit mehreren 
Analytwechselwirkungsstellen aus. Das Dotieren von Kohlenstoffnanofasern mit Heteroatomen 
oder Metallnanopartikeln führt ferner nanokatalytische Funktionalitäten ein. Hierbei bestimmt die 
Art des Atoms bzw. des Metalls die Selektivität sowie die Empfindlichkeit des erzeugten 
Verbundstoffs. Die Herstellung von laserinduzierten Kohlenstoffmaterialien hat sich vor kurzem 
als einfacher und effektiver Weg erwiesen solche Hybride zu erhalten. In dieser Hinsicht eignen 
sich mehrere Substrate zum Karbonisieren, z. B. Polymerfilme, die Metallsalze enthalten. Es 
wurden bereits entwickelte nichtenzymatische Plattformen auf Basis von laserinduziertem 
Graphen für Messungen in wässriger Lösung, aber auch mit gasförmigen Analyten vorgestellt. 
Hervorgehoben wurden die aktuellen Erfolge bei Sensoren die am Körper getragen werden und 
die die voraussichtlichen Trends bestimmen. Abschließend wurden die wichtigsten Aspekte 
zusammengefasst und Gedanken zu Verbesserungen sowie Vorschläge für zukünftige 
Entwicklungen geteilt. 
In dieser Arbeit wurde die Strategie der einstufigen Laserkarbonisierung von elektrogesponnenen 
Nanofasern zur Gewinnung von Kohlenstoffnanofasern als überlegenes Verfahren gegenüber der 
herkömmlichen chemischen Gasphasenabscheidung und thermischen Karbonisierung von 
elektrogesponnenen Nanofasern entwickelt, welche mühsam, zeitaufwendig und unflexibel sind. 
Polyimid, genauer gesagt Matrimid® 5218, diente als Kohlenstoffvorläufer und Polymerlösungen 
davon wurden zu Nanofasermatten elektrogesponnen. Anschließend wurden 
Kohlenstoffnanofasern auf einfache Weise, durch direktes Lasern auf gesponnenen Matten bei 
Umgebungsbedingungen, mit einem CO2-Laser hergestellt. Diese Methode ermöglicht die 
Erzeugung von Elektroden in jedem Design und jeder Form, die durch PC-Software gesteuert 
werden können. Im Vergleich zu beiden genannten konventionellen Verfahren ist eine 
großtechnische Herstellung von Kohlenstoffnanofasern zu erschwinglichen Kosten in kurzer Zeit 
möglich. 
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Die Morphologie von laserinduzierten Kohlenstoffnanofasern (LCNFs) kann nicht nur durch 
Laserparameter wie Laserleistung und Geschwindigkeit gesteuert werden. Während des 
Elektrospinnens können Metallnanopartikel in Nanofasern eingebaut werden, indem die 
Spinnlösungen einfach mit Metallsalz, z.B. Eisen(III)-acetylacetonat, zuvor dotiert werden. Dieses 
Metall, wie es für Eisen untersucht wurde, trägt zusätzlich zur homogenen Karbonisierung 
während des Laserprozesses durch eine Art Wärmeübertragungsfähigkeit bei. Daher ermöglicht 
der jeweilige Metallgehalt relativ zum Polymer auch die Abstimmung der erhaltenen LCNF-
Morphologie. Das kontinuierliche Schreiben mehrerer Elektroden in einer Reihe gegenüber dem 
diskontinuierlichen Schreiben, d.h. eine Elektrode vor der nächsten, hat aufgrund der 
unterschiedlichen Dauer des Schreibens einer Linie ebenfalls einen großen Einfluss auf den 
Wärmeeintrag. Es wurde gezeigt, dass die elektrochemischen Eigenschaften von LCNF-
Elektroden aufgrund der direkten Verbindung zur Morphologie, oder vielmehr zur 
elektrochemischen Oberfläche, optimiert werden können. Letztere erwies sich als viel größer als 
die geometrische Fläche. Die poröse 3D-Netzwerkstruktur von LCNFs mit einer 
durchschnittlichen Porengröße im niedrigen Mikrometerbereich erleichtert die Wechselwirkung 
mit Molekülen in wässriger Lösung und ermöglicht daher hohe Elektronentransferraten, was durch 
sehr niedrige Peak-zu-Peak-Abstände für [Fe(CN)6]4-/3- Redoxmarker gezeigt wurde. 
Die Art des, in LCNFs enthaltenen, Metallsalzes definiert deren katalytischen Eigenschaften. 
Nickelsalz kann mit einer Nanopartikelgröße in niedrigen Nanometerbereich gleichmäßig in eine 
Kohlenstoffmatrix eingebettet werden. Der elektrogesponnene Nanofaserdurchmesser ändert sich 
nicht mit variierendem Nickelgehalt. Es wurde jedoch gezeigt, dass die Expansion von Nanofasern 
während der Karbonisierung, vermutlich durch die erwähnte Wärmeübertragungsfähigkeit, 
beeinflusst wird. Eine signifikant geringe Zunahme des LCNF-Durchmessers im Vergleich zu 
elektrogesponnenen Nanofasern wurde mit zunehmendem Nickelgehalt erreicht, was zu besserer 
Faserigkeit führte. Im Gegensatz zu galvanisch abgeschiedenen Nickelpartikeln wurde gezeigt, 
dass Nickel in LCNFs stabil am Kohlenstoff haftet und während mehrerer Stunden 
Schüttelinkubation in Phosphatpuffer bei Körpertemperatur nicht auslaugt. Die verhinderte 
Desorption potenziell toxischer Metalle bringt die Anwendung von LCNFs in vivo einen Schritt 
näher. Aufgrund seines katalytischen Verhaltens gegenüber Glukose wurde Ni-LCNF zur 
amperometrischen Glukosemessung verwendet. Die elektroanalytische Leistung mit einer hohen 
Empfindlichkeit und einer niedrige Nachweisgrenze erwies sich als exzellent und der lineare 
Bereich deckt den tatsächlichen Glukosespiegel im Blut ab. Ferner erzeugten Ascorbinsäure und 
Harnsäure in ihren relevanten Mengen keine Störsignale. Diese großartigen elektrochemischen 
Eigenschaften werden einerseits auf den Nickel-Nanokatalysator und andererseits auf die 3D-
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Faserigkeit zurückgeführt. Elektronenmikroskopische Bilder gaben einen Hinweis darauf, dass 
LNCFs hohl sein könnten, was zusätzlich die Wechselwirkung von Katalysator-Nanopartikeln mit 
Analyten in Lösung, aber auch gasförmigen Molekülproben erhöhen könnte. 
Mit Schwerpunkt auf der Katalyse können LCNFs mit mehreren verschiedenen Metallen erstellt 
werden, um eine Vielzahl von Anwendungsmöglichkeiten zu ermöglichen. Palladiumhaltige 
LCNFs wurden ferner präpariert, um Wasserstoffperoxid elektrochemisch nachzuweisen. In 
diesen Experimenten wurde die amperometrische Empfindlichkeit gegenüber H2O2 erhöht, indem 
die elektrochemischen Eigenschaften von Pd-LCNF entweder elektrochemisch durch 
Cyclovoltammetriezyklen, Anlegen eines konstanten negativen Potentials oder chemisch durch 
Reduktion während der Inkubation von Pd-LCNF-Elektroden in NaBH4-Lösungen für einige 
Stunden, verbessert wurden. Durch die Herstellung von Bimetall-Pd/Fe-LCNF-Hybriden konnte 
das Nachweispotential von H2O2 signifikant reduziert werden, was einen ersten Hinweis auf die 
erfolgreiche Erzielung eines synergistischen Effekts gibt. Da es sich bei diesen Untersuchungen 
nur um vorläufige handelt, müssen weitere Optimierungen durchgeführt werden, um die untere 
mikromolare Nachweisgrenze vor der endgültigen Sensorentwicklung zu erreichen. 
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